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INTRODUCTION 
The proliferation of cells in tissues or organs is a normal 
occurrence. The cells of the body are always in a state of dynamic 
equilibrium, for although the cellular constitution of the body may 
appear anatomically and physiologically constant over a given period 
of time, the individual cells that compose the body are in a con-
stant state of flux. Cells degenerate; cells die; replacement of 
somatic cells by mitotic division is constantly taking place. The 
same cells are not present in animals from their birth to their 
death (with t he possible exception of certain nervous and skeletal 
muscle cells). A static cellular state does not e::dst. The units of 
protoplasm that constitute any given organ are constantly changing; 
however, the size and functional state of that organ remain the same, 
vTi thin limits. 
To maintain constancy within the organism under continued mitosis 
requires a controlling force. Regular, orderly, and systematic changes 
could not exist within the organism if a controlling force were not 
present. The nature of the control is not kno;m at present. However, 
the control might be effected through the genes within the nucleus or 
through certain cytoplasmic factors outside the nucleus. 
If cells were to divide and proliferate without any control, an 
orderly state would not exist within the organism. A rapid and cha-
otic proliferation would produce a cellular grovvth of unusual proper-
tions. Continued uncontrolled cell division would further enlarge the 
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mass. Problems of food supply ·would develop. Food vrould be obtai..l1.ed 
at the expense of normal cells. Necrosis of some normal cells would 
result, and a cancerous or neoplastic mass would be produced. 
The controlling force governs cell division and proliferation 
and also exerts an influence on cellular differentiation , for both 
proliferation and differentiation must be regulated to conserve order 
within the organism. A separation of these two fundamental growth 
phenomena would terminate in a mass of cells that would be undifferen-
tiated. A mass of undifferentiated cells would be a cancerous or neo-
plastic growth. 
Thus, a lack or failure of controlled growth within the organism 
results in a cellular abnormality manifested by a neoplastic, and 
sometimes malignant, state. 
Within the fertilized egg there exists a controlling force which 
causes a normal embryo and fetus to be produced. Controlled and regu-
lated growth are demonstrated by the transition from a two-cell to a 
four-cell stage, and the formation of a blastula, which further pro-
liferates and terminates as a gastrula, ·which subsequently converges, 
elongates, and invaginates to produce three germ layers. Invagina-
1 
tion produces dorsal mesoderm, which is an induction field, for it es-
tablishes axial gradients, areas of organization, and areas that will 
control the growth of other parts. Subsequent proliferation and dif-
ferentiation are controlled by inductors or organizers within the 
embryo. 
There are many proofs that a grolrth-controlling force exists 
within the embryo. Isolation and transplantation experiments have 
proven that certain areas exhibit growth-inducing, growth-controlling, 
and growth-promoting factors. Of these areas some exert greater in-
fluences on proliferation and differentiation than other areas. 
A disruption of the controlling force or organizer or inductor 
within the developing embryo leads to the production of abnormali-
ties. These malformations may be either tumors, involving one undif-
ferentiated germ layer, or they may be teratomas, involving several 
undifferentiated or incompletely differentiated germ layers. 
Experimentally, abno1~lities of a tumorous or teratoid nature 
can be produced by chemicals (carcinogens, lithium chloride, 2, 4-di-
nitrophenol, sucrose, and sterols). Experimental abnormalities in 
embryos can also be produced physically (delayed fertilization, high 
and low temperature, ultra-violet light, and x-radiation) • Such chem-
ical and physical factors disrupt the controlling force >rithin the de-
veloping egg or embryo and yield abnormal growths which are in some 
eases cancerous in nature. 
The occasional appearance of tumors or teratomas in feti, without 
experimental interference, can also be attributed to a disruption of 
the developmental control or a separation of developmental processes 
within the embryo. Such abnormalities closely resemble experimentally-
produced abnormalities. 
The growth-controlling force that exists in the embryo may well 
exist in the adult. There is no definite proof or evidence to show 
that this force disappears when the embryo or fetus is completely 
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formed. Evidence does erist which might lead to the conclusion that 
growth-controlling and regulating factors are present in the adult. 
Regeneration, vround healing, tissue repair, and cell replacement are 
all grov~h processes that depend on controlling forces for their 
successful completion. 
In adult-tissue regeneration, as exemplified by urodeles, there 
is a controlled replacement of lost parts. The control is similar to 
that which exists in the embryo, for it acts on undifferentiated 
tissue which has formed by a dedifferentiation of adult tissue. The 
undifferentiated tissue is acted upon by the organizers or controlling 
factors within the regenerating limb, as the blastomeres are in the 
embryo. Both regenerating tissue and blastomeres are undifferentiated. 
They are both acted upon by growth controllers. In the former, they 
produce a redifferentiation into a new part, while in the latter they 
form an embryo. 
Thus, the cancer problem may be stated as a gro11rth problem. 
Growth as it occurs in the embryo and in the adult is controlled. Per-
haps it is the same grov'lth controller in each case. On the basis of 
experimental evidence, it can be shown that a disruption of the con-
trolling forces within both the adult and the embryo ·will lead to a 
tumor or cancerous grovvth. Such facts help support the theory that 
cancer may be produced when residual embryonic control in the adult 
fails to exert an influence on adult cell proliferation and differen-
tiation . Embryonic inductors, which induce and control proliferation 
and differentiation in the embryo, may ~aain in the adult, and, by 
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their disruption, they may lead to tumors or neoplastic grov~hs i n the 
adult . 
A DISCUSS IGIJ OF TERMINOLOGY - THE IlliilJ CTOR DEFINED 
The terminology used in experimental embryology is vague and in 
many cases non-clescriptive. The main difficulty in choosing terms has 
been the almost philosophical nature of the field, for at times the 
uncertainty and intangibility of the subject matter have bordered on 
the metaphysical. 
To speculate or theorize on the nature of a controlling force in 
cell growth is, indeed, difficult, for the positive isolation of this 
substance, if it is a chemical and not a physical entity, has not been 
accomplished beyond all doubt. Therefore, the subject is theoretical 
and the ca1clusions reached must be tested experimentally. 
The existence of a control has been successfully demonstrated in 
the amphibian embryo. The action of this controller has been studied 
and its effects have been observed. Therefore, there can be no doubt 
that a control exists in the an~hibian embryo. However, the substance 
has eluded isolation. Although numerous and diverse substances with 
controlling properties have been isolated, these substances may simply 
activate the growing cells and cause them to release the "natural" in-
.1 ductor. It is also possible that these so called 11 inductors 11 may be 
substances that do not actually exist, as such, within a developing 
embryo but are merely break-down products produced by experimenters in 
their attempts to isolate the 11 actua11 inductor. Such substances could 
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also act by stimulating the release of the 11natural11 inductor sub-
star1ce. 
The terms used to describe the processes of regulation in normal 
growth, such as differentiation, regeneration, and proliferation, as 
well as those t errns used to explain abnormal growth, are many and, at 
times, these terms are vague. The ambiguity is due to the elusive-
ness of the subject matter. 
Such terms as controlling force, controlling factor, growth regu-
lator, organizer, organizational field, morphogenetic field, induction 
field, and inductor have been used in the field of experimental ern-
bryology in an attempt to describe the complex cell growth and embry-
onic growth problems. One factor is inherent in all of these terms, 
namely, all are attempts to describe the same phenomenon, the ability 
of some substance to regulate or control the proliferation and dif-
ferentiation of the blastomeres of the developing egg, so that a ·well 
organized and systematically constructed embryo or fetus will result. 
This substance or factor governs not only cell or blastomere grovrth; 
it also governs the type of tissue into which these cells or blasto-
meres will finally develop. Certain blastomeres eventually form cells 
that are caused to divide. Simultaneously, these cells are caused to 
form certain cytological inclusions and characters that distinguish 
a definite cell type. Certain areas within the erooryo, such as the 
chorda mesoderm, optic cup, lens, or lLmb bud, play a more active 
part in the administration of this substance than other more passiv~ 
locations, such as the ventral ectoderm. 
This substance not only controls cell division and cell type, so 
that they will stay within normal bounds, but it also is the causative 
agent or inducer in the production of cell division and specific cell 
types. In addition to acting as a causative and control agent, this 
substance is influential in performing these functions to a greater 
extent in some regions than in others. The more active areas can 
cause or induce the more passive areas to proliferate and differentiate, 
and then these induced areas can become active and cause other cell 
growths and differentiations. 
It is found that certai..YJ. terms used in the literature merely indi-
cate a control of proliferation and differentiation in a given cell or 
large area (controlling force, controlling factor, growth regulator, 
organizer, organizational field, morphogenetic field). Other terms i~ 
ply a causation of proliferation and differentiation in a given cell or 
large area (inductor, induction field) • 
An induction must be controlled, for merely to cause cell division, 
vd thout regulating it, would produce abnormalities through vrl.ld pro life-
ration. Since it is one substance that apparently causes and controls 
the formation of an organized entity, a term that implies caused-and-
controlled-cell grmvth and differentiation must be used. 
The terms inductor, induction, or induction field are more ap-
plicable, for they are more descriptive, and yield a more complete pic-
ture of what is actually happening in the embryo. A region is induced 
to form a differentiated and regulated mass of cells in a controlled 
manner. 
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The term inductor will be used to describe a substance that causes ;I 
a controlled, regulated, and systematic cell gr-owth or proliferation i' 
into a definitely differentiated entity. Induction is the process 9f 1 
inducing a cell or area to f orm a differentiated structure by means of I 
cellular division under the ~1fluence of an inductor. An induction I 
field may be defined as an active area in m1ich induction takes place 
by the action of an inductor. 
The other terms, such as controlling force, organizer, and so 
forth, need not be abandoned . Although they imply control of prelife-
ration and differentiation, and not the starting of the process, it is 
apparent that the process is set in motion, for, since there is only 
one substance i nvolved, it must start the action and control subsequent 
cell division and differentiation regardless of what the t erm used to 
describe the process implies. Just as an inductor can induce mitotic 
division and then control this process, and also regulate differentia-
tion, so can an organizer not only control proliferation and differen-
tiation, but it can also induce or begin the process. 
Thus, the various terms possess three important connotations . 
First, they refer to an abilit;,r to start cell growth. Second, they re-
fer to an ability to control mitotic division. And third, they refer 
to an ability to direct differentiation in a given direction. Since all 
of the terms describe the same phenomenon, and they all involve these 
same three po~1ts, they may be used synony mously. 
THE DISCOVERY OF INDUCTION IN THE ELlBRYO 
The discovery of an inductor ~nthin the developing egg was a 
8 
tremendous event in the history of embryology. The demonstration that 
an inductor existed helped to clarify many developmental mysteries, and 
it opened the way for further experimental studies. 
Two preliminary investigations made this discovery possible. Both 
involved the introduction of new techniq_ues. The first obstacle 'that 
had to be overcome was the lack of a method for dete~1ining the fate of 
the various areas of the normally developing egg. A successful method 
of transplantation was the second barrie!' that had to be crossed. 
After these two obstacles were overcome, the end was accomplished. 
Many unsuccessful attempts at determining the prospective fate of 
egg areas finally led to the successful method of Vogt (1923). At 
first, attempts v1ere made to remove parts of the developing egg and to 
note the effects on the resulting embryo. Such experiments proved 
fruitless, for there were many deaths, and there was a replacement of 
lost parts. Pricking experiments were likewise resultless, for if an 
area was damaged mildly it healed and no effects were visible. How-
ever, if the pricking yas extensive, the results were fatal. Vogt 
(1923) vras the first man to map successfully the normal fate of every 
part of the developing amphibian egg. 
The method used by Vogt was a stain technique. He stained por-
tions of the egg v'lith a vital, non-toxic dye. Thus, he was able to 
follow development. He applied his dyes (nile blue and neutral red) 
to pieces of agar and placed the agar in contact with the area of the 
egg to be observed. He had remar kable success. 
Spem.a.nn ( 1920) devised the method of transplantation that was 
I 9 
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later used to discover the inductor. His technique permitted the trans- II 
planting of any desired part of on3 developing egg to any part of the 
same egg or to any other developing egg. He was able to determine by 
this method the exact fate of a transplanted pi ece. 
Thus, by combining both methods, that is, first knowing what an 
area will form normally, and then being able to transplant that area 
into a new location , one was able to determine what effect , if any, the 
new site v1oul d have on the transplanted piece. Thus, Spemann and 
Mangold (1924) were able to obtain the first induction by an inductor 
in an amphibian egg, and effect a turning point in the history of em-
bryology. 
Dorsal lip of an embryo of Triton cristatus was transplanted into 
the i ndifferent ventral ectoderm of an e~bryo of Triton taeniatus, 
i 
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In this new I 
environment it did not act as presuraptive medullary plate or epidermis, • 
which was at the sarne s tage of development as T. crist'it-us . 
but it acted on its new location by inducing the formation of a new 
embryonic axis. Also, neural tube, notochord, auditory ¥esicles, meso-
blastic somites, and Wolffian ducts were induced in the embryo of 
Triton taeniatus, and therefore, a second embryo was induced on an egg 
that would have norm.ally formed but one. Spemann (1921) gave the name 
11 organizer11 to cells capable of inducing the formation of new anlagen. 
Spemann (1918) called the region where such cells existed during nor-
mal development the 11 organization-center11 • Thus, light 1'!as cast on the 
invisible process that occurred during development along with the visi-
ble processes of proliferation and growth. The tra~splanted piece 
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sh ov;ed i nduc toral p ouer, for it induced the cel ls in H.s vicinity , 
n hi ch nor mally do not f orm neural tube , notochord , ai1cl so forth , to 
develop . Uoreover, this transp l a_ ted piece o. l so developed into nhat 
it uould have fo:cmed. in the old environment if it. had not b een t1~ans-
p l anted. Other inducti on cent ers were dis covered . Some experinenters 
i•lVesLLgnted the natur e of ·C.he inducto 1~. Atte.rnpts were m.ade to det er-
mine it:s properties , i Jheth er it Fas a cheiili.ca l , <J. ~1d if so, 11hat type . 
Further investig&tions nere r:1ade i nto t h e nature of its liberation, 
and t he location of i ts storage in the cells of t __ e er;1bryo . ~ror:t the 
ve1~y first , 'c.he nature of t he i 11ductor-influence 1·ms recognized t o b e 
of the utmost ir'1porta nce . Perhaps the inductor vTould be the l~ e.;r to 
development . 
After Spewznn c.nd 1Iangold had discovered ·C. he p resence of <'J1 in-
ductor withi n the developing amphibi2n egg , va r ious t heories ~ ·Jel~e pro-
posed to a.ccount. f or this i nduct oral c apacity. The various t h eories 
can be grouped i nto three rnain ca te c;ories , a s foll ows : 
l. Potentia l Diff erence Theory 
2 . il.Jd a l Gradient Theory 
3. Chemica l Theory 
'l'his t heory propos e s ·C. he :1otion that the p roces s of i ndu ct i o·l. is 
connected ':Jith bio- electrica l effects . H3rde (190h) sh ov1ed tha t di f fer-
ences of potentia l exisC.ed i n differen t regions of t.he develop i n g e gg , 
and that thes e potentials influenced develop1'1ent . He a lso sho•:1ed that 
physiologica l changes, -,;hich depende d upon ce r t.ain definite phys ica l 
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interactions of electrolytes and colloids, occurred throughout the 
life-history of the developing e gg . He showed that the physiological 
changes were accompanied by differences of electrical potential, which 
accompanied progressive changes in ontogeny. Differences of potential 
were demonstrated by means of a D1Arsonval galvanometer, and by modi-
fied capillary electrometers of the Lippmann, Porter, and Lyon types. 
Such potential differences were demonstrated in the maturing turtle 
egg and in the fertilized egg of Fundulus. 
Hyde ( 1904) further sho·wed that differences in potential existed 
between the animal and vegetative poles. He though t that a Helmholtz 
electric double layer existed between the internal and external sur-
faces of the egg. These surfaces had opposite electrical charges. 
The alteration and interaction of the ionic forces within the e gg, 
which produced energy changes, were responsible for the chemical and 
physical alterations that occurred in the blastomeres, and they also 
induced the cleavage furrows. Induction was probably due to poten-
tial differences. 
Spemann1 s successful induction in Triton taeniatus could be due 
to potential differences that were established between the transplant 
and the host. The transplant from the dorsal lip not only has a high-
er potential (Hyde, 1904), but it also becomes electrically negative 
in relation to the uncut ventral ectoderm, as is the case in muscle 
which is cut. Thus, a potential difference could be produced between 
the dorsal lip and the ventral ectoderm, and the resulting ionic 
changes would cause induction to occur. l'Jeedham, Waddington, and 
' 
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IIe e dhc.:m (1934) eJ;pr·essed sor,le doub t as to C.he :ce.lo.t.ion of these poten-
t ials -Go i nduction . The~r felt that t he i nterp:cetc.tion of t hese p o-
tentinls ':ras an exl:.remely d_ifi'icult a nd d oubtful task . 
Axia.l Gradient Th eo;r)l 
To t h i nk of a region a s ph:;csiolo gicall3r dorrinant i mmedi a tely 
brings to rrJ.n& the Axial Gradient Th eory.. Gra dients do exist ·with i n 
e ggs . In the fro g 1 s egg gr adients a re established by the unequ a l dis-
tribution of yolk , t he unequal distribution of pi G)ne~rl:. , and the d iffer-
e nc e in size of the cel ls in the animal and v e r:;et2..tive poles . The 
s n12ller cells a re &t the ani mal pole and t he l arger cells are locc.ted 
at tl1e ve c;e t ati ve pol e . 
Ch ild (1915) looked upon the physiological 2_]ds , i n i ts si:.tp l est 
t,erns , as a quc..ntita tive g:c2,clation in phyt;iol ogica.:!.. a c tion. Gr adi ent 
is a Gr adat ion i n the l'ate of metabolism. The regio~1s of g reatest a c-
t ivit~r or hig.1.est met 2.bolic r ate are the most sus ceptiblc t o sub-
s 'can c es that interfere wi-th me t abolism. Tl1e a reas 1.iith th e l onest 
nete.bolic l' a 've a re lea st upset by netabolic inhibi·C.ors . Ch ild (1916) 
demonstra i:.ed that t he api ca l p ole i s a t f irst raost sus ceptibl e ·t. o p o-
t a s sium cyanide, ,<!. met abolic inhi b itor, and &s deveJ.opElent goes on the 
dors a l lip regio!1 b eco&es most susc ept ible . 
Bell.:u~w (1919) lilwTrise demonstrated ~:;rac:lierrl:.s of susceptibility 
C.o several external a gents in the e r;g and er_-ib r~co of the frog . Th e 
zraciients y;e re du e to quant i tative di ffer enc e s i~l. the }ll'Otoplasm, and 
the r;uantitative cJifferen ces in the protopl asrn ·were closely a ssocia:C.ec1 
Fith differences i~1 t lce r ate of physiologica l pro cesses . Bell arn,;r 
il 
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(1919) , like Child (1916), found that t hose pm~ts oi the egg i n nhich 
development firs t begins , and in Tlh ich it proceeds nlost r apidlJ , die 
soonest vrhen exposed to exi:.ernal to:dc agents . 1\lso, these rzrts are 
irulibited r.1ost lJ..ncl.er the influence of vc.rious metabolic inhi o itors . 
B.~' such i nhibitions , development can be pr evented or c.bnor r:calities can 
be proc~uced . 
Hmdey (1924) noted the s i mil a rity b eti•reell. the c;. c t ion in a d om .. i .-
na:1.t aree. a..r1d that VJhi ch is des cribed in the Axial Gre..client Th eor y . 
He postul ated. that the c: orsal lip , nhich is a res ion of most inte: se 
net,abolic act ivity , de rives its orga.ni zinc; po;;er i'ror1 t Lis circv.m-
stance . 
The dorsal lip has a high position on the a:;d..al gradient . It has 
a hi t;h met bolic re .. te . ~-.'lleJ:l trans pl anted, i t establishe s an B.rea of 
i ncreased netabol ic c-.ctivity . It is thus a, c ente:c' th2t coul d caus e a 
gr adient to be established , thus pl'oducin;; chan5;;es in its surroundings 
by alteration of existi11. g gr adients and by the establishment of nen 
c;radients . 
Induction pl~ob<? .. bly can be e:x:pl a.i ned best on the ba sis of a chemi -
ca l sLJ.bstance . This snbst.ance rrould diffuse from cell t o cell a.11d ex-
ert i ts i~1fluence on cell proliferati on and dil'fer enti2 .. t.ion . The Che1~1-
ical Theory has had che i!lost support, i.Joth fran investif;ators B!ld t1cir 
experimental findings . 
Hangold (1928) s tudied the quantitative a spe ct of orc;cJ.l.i zer tl'ans-
'I 
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plantation, and he !iW.de the first r elevant contribution t o the Chemica l :1 
It 
_ _jL 
Theory of inductio11 . He found that, a l arge pi ece of e2.rlp medullary 
pla te nas needed to induce a n ell- fol';ned seconcla.r,y en:ibr yo . By using 
a s Dall 1::i ece, he f ound t hat it ho. d no effect on. the for n1a. tion of a 
seconda.ry enbryo . 
Sp e.rnann (1931) rnacle the announcement t hat, an or;_:;aniza.tion center 
retained its ability to indu c e cor;1pet ent or receptive tissue after t he 
destruction of its cells . Pieces of optic cup , a rchenteron , a nd 
medulla r y pl a te , tissue s YJhich have t he iJOner of induction , ·we re cyto-
l yzecl by crus hi n g them between t wo gl a ss pl a tes until only a fer: c on-
·olete nuclei rernained amone; ·the EBsses of yolk 5:;ca nul es . Sp ei:Jann 
( 1931) found that t hi s disarra.n;::;ed and disrupted :m.a.terial could still 
call forth the constituent pa rts of a second embry o . 
1Ia r x ( 1931) showed that the narcotic, trichlorbutylalcohol, had 
little effect on the or gani zer . The i ndu ctora l povrer of t he dorsal 
lip was fully ret a ined Y!hen i t s cells ;;rere f irst corn:pl etely narcotized 
by t richlorbutylalcohol. 
Th e three experi ments noted above are expla ined best on the basis 
of the inductol' a s a chemica l substance . Hovvever, the Potential Dif-
ference Theory can not be elir,1inated c:ts a possible explanation . 
lJee<:.,.'laEl , i[addinc;ton , c ..nd Hee clhar:1 (1934) V·Jere of the opi n ion that 
t~'W othe:c experinents (l.ian3old ancl Sp emann, 1927 , and Sp emann and 
Geinitz , 192'7) greatly a ided the establishment of the Ch ern.ical Th eory . 
The e::;q)lanation of these experiments by either the Potential Differ-
ence Theory or the Axial G-..radient Theory, in the opinion of these in-
ves 'cigntors , is extremely v a;:;ue a nd doubtful. 
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Mangold and Spemann (1927) found that a piece of newly-formed 
medullary plate, if removed and implanted into the blastocoele of aru 
early gastrula, would induce the forrn.ation of a new medullary plate. 
They called this 11 homoiogenetic11 or 11 assimilatory11 induction. Now this 
newly formed medullary plate could be implanted into the blastocoele of 
another early gastrula, and it would induce the formation of another 
new medullary plate. Thus, theoretically, the process could be re-
peated an infinite number of times. This phenomenon of 11homoiogenetic11 
induction pointed strongly toward a Chemical Theory of induction. The 
Axial Gradient Theory could not account for this result. On the basis 
of the Axial Gradient Theory, it would be e.xpected that a strueture 
lower down in the axial gradient would be induced and not a structure 
of equal dominance. On the basis of the Potential Difference Theory, 
the results of this experiment are still tenable. 
Spe~~ and Geinitz (1927) showed a similar tendency when they 
11 infected11 non-inducing cells. A piece of presumptive epidermis, which 
is normally non-inducing, was impla11.ted into the dorsal lip of the 
blastopore and was allo·w·ed to grovv inwards into the roof' of the archen-
teron, and it was then removed. Upon removal, it was implanted into 
the blastocoele of a third embryo, and in this location it induced as 
effectively as normal dorsal lip. Contact with the inductor substance 
in the induction area of the dorsal lip had caused the non-inducing 
presumptive epidermis to acquire the power of induction. 
These results could be explained on the basis of potential dif-
ferences or in terms of gradients, but such e:xplanations would be 
16 
questionable. The simplest explanation is that of a chemical sub-
stance, which is free in the dorsal lip of the blastopore and in the 
medullary plate, and which exerts its influence on tissue vvith which 
it comes in contact. 
The cultivation of isolated pieces of embryos produced further 
support for the Chemical Theory •. . nurken (1926) and Kusche (1929) im-
planted portions of blastulae and gastrulae into the eye-cup of older 
embryos. They observed the production of differentiations, including 
notochord and nervous tissue formation. Holtfreter (1929) then de-
veloped a technique for the cultivation of isolated pieces of embryos 
in the peritoneal cavity or the lymph-sacs of older larvae of the same 
or nearly-related species. A great degree of differentiation was ob-
served under these circun~tances. Differentiation occurred even when 
the isolates came from undetermined regions of the egg-regions that 
were never under the influence of any normal organizer. Presumptive 
medullary plate, which is an inductor and which normally would form 
neural tissue, and presumptive epidermis, which is not an inductor 
ru1d which normally forms epidermis, were both found to form pure 
neural tissue. 
Holtfreter (1931) obtained different results when he cultivated 
embryonic isolates in vitro. Dilute Ringer's solution containing bi-
carbonate exerted no effect on isolates. Ectoderm remained as such 
regardless of whether it was presumptive medullary plate or any other 
ectodermal structure. It simply formed unorganized epidermal masses. 
It was difficult, therefore, to avoid the conclusion that the 
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in vivo situations were not strictly neutral with respect to inductor 
power. The implants were reacting to a stimulating substance., perhaps 
the same substance that normally caused induction. However, this a-
gent was acting by way of the peritoneal fluid and the fluid of the 
optic cup. 
The optic cup has been shovm to cause lens formation. The optic 
cup acts on the ectoderm above it, which is presumptive lens, and in-
duces this area to form a lens. Removal of the optic cup, and the sub-
sequent failure of a lens to form, have helped to establish this no-
tion. Conversely, the removal of presumptive lens resQlts in the 
formation of a normal eye, for the optic cup induces the remaining 
ee·toderm above it to form a lens after the area has healed. 
Vlachs (1914) found that isolated pieces of iris formed lens when 
they were transplanted into the vitreous humor of an eye from which the 
normal lens had been removed. The agent that has the power to cause 
lens induction must be able to pass through the medium of the vitreous 
humor. It must be able to diffuse. 
The evidence in support of a Chemical Theory for inductor in-
fluence is strong. The presence of an inductor in various areas of 
the developing embryo can not be doubted. The most logical interpre-
tation of the inductor is that it is a diffusible chemical substance. 
The exact nature of this chemical substance, that is, whether it be a 
steroid-like, protein-like, or carbohydrate-like chemical had not been 
investigated by early workers. Later workers attempted to establish 
its exact nature. 
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~~~ II IHDUCTORS IN THE ADULT 
i 
1
/ I ~~~ The presence of inductors in the adult is a very interesting and 1111 valid possibility. It cannot be doubted that some control is neces-1 sary in the adult. It is definitely known that control of cell gro-vrth I 
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exists j_n the embryo. It has been shown that an interference with, or 
a disruption of, embryonic control produces abnormal growths, which 
are in some cases malignant. Neoplastic growths likewise appear in 
the adult. The characteristics of adult tumors are similar to the 
features of embryonic neoplasms . Both adult and embryonic tumors ex-
hibit uncontrolled. mitotic division and a failure to differentiate. 
Since the tumors of both the adult and the embryo are siroila.r, and 
since it is known that a lack of control produces embryonic tumor, 
then we may assume that a failure of adult control likevlise produces 
a tumor. Perhaps the control is identical in both cases, for the in-
ductor of the embryo may well remain in the adult and there continue 
to exert its influence on normal as well as abnormal cell division and 
differentiation. 
There is much evidence to support the presence of inductors in 
the adult. In the adult organism each cell conforms to the character 
of its surroundings, liver cells continue to form liver cells, heart 
cells continually differentiate heart cells. Cells cultured in vitro 
ex~ibit a tremendous ability to undergo mitotic division. Regenerating 
tissue also e~1ibits a subordination of cells within the adult organism 
to a control by the adult organism. 
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Witschi (1933) stated that there vras a possibility for every cell 
in the embryo to develop into an induct or within the embryo. He based 
this statement on the work of Holtfreter (1933), for Holtfreter demon-
strated inductoral power in cells of the embryo that were t hought not 
to contain inductor. The factors that suppressed the organizing ac-
tion were dest royed by heat and dryness, and cells that '.-voulcl not in-
duce normally did so upon e1qJosure to heat and drying. Since every 
cell of the embryo may possess an inductor, it is possible that this 
may carry over into the adult. The inductor in the adult may remain 
in an inhibited state. The inductor may be released b,y an injury , and 
it may then function in wound healing or in regeneration to produce a 
normal replacement of damaged parts . However, t lu s same inductor may 
be activated in the adult to produce abnormal cell growth. 
Weiss (1940) stated that just as there is a constant prolifera-
tion of cells from the blastomeres of the e gg to the cells of the 
adult by repeated mitotic division, so there is continuity between the 
inductoral power of the uncleaved e gg and later induction fi elds. The 
induction fie lds produced become more dispersed ·with continued em-
bryonic cell division , and the inductors are tre~switted to all parts 
of the embryo . The adult receives the inductors as a natural sequence 
to continued cell division. 
Evidence from Re ge!l.eration 
Regeneration, a process which is f ound in some adult organisms, 
is a grov.rth phenomenon which depends upon inductors or organizers. 
The process of regeneration furnishes , perhaps, the best evidence that 
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inductors oost in some adult organisms. The ability to repl ace lost 
parts is not universally present throughout the anirnal kingdom. An 
inverse relationship seems to eyJ.st between animal complexity &'1d abil-
ity to r egenerate lost parts. In general, the more complex an animal, 
the less is its ability to regenerate. However, there are notable ex-
ceptions to this inverse relationship. Ctenophora, which are diplo-
blastic and occupy a low place in evolution, exhibit practically no 
regeneration. Rotifera, which are pseudocoelus and are not complex 
phylogenetically, also display practically no replacement of lost 
parts. On the other hand, such complex invertebrates as the Echinoder-
li'.ata and certain erustacea, which are, indeed, complex. anatomically and 
occupy high places in invertebrate phylogeny, possess remarkable powers 
of regeneration. In phylum Chordata, regeneration is demonstrated by 
certain amphibians and even by some mammals. Therefore, regeneration 
is present in both the invertebrates and the vertebrates. The percen-
tage of regenerators is higher among the lower forms of animals than a-
mong the more highly organized forms. 
Regeneration is a definite t ype of development. Weiss (1939) 
stated that regeneration is possible because developmental factors do 
not become exhausted when they produce a given structure. The ability 
of a given structure to form the same part repeatedly is the basis of 
regeneration. The inexhausted 11developmental factors 11 mentioned by 
Weiss, may well be inductors, for it was observed that regeneration 
exhibited controlled cell growth and differentiation, both of these 
processes being controlled by the inductor of the embryo. Regenera-
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tion, wnich is an adult gr~lth process, may well be governed by the 
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same factor as embryonic growth. 
Weiss (1939) stated that regeneration is not a secondarily-
aequired process of the organism but, rather, a remainder of the ori-
ginal capacities for cell growth and differentiation through whiC'h the 
individual first came into being. The extent of the ability to regen-
erate is lirpJ.ted by the extent to which the developmental capacities 
remain in the animal after ontogeny. The lack of ability on the part 
of certain more complex forms to regenerate also may be due to their 
tendency not to lose parts, owing to their protective and defensive 
capacities. 
The difference between wound healing, such as in the epidermis, 
and regeneration in a ne,~ 1 s tail is quite significant. Regeneration 
is a complex process involving the complete replacement of lost organs 
by the action of a gro~~h control on a cell mass (blasteroE) to induce 
a grovrth and differentiation into an organized functioning entity. 
ViJound healing ordinarily involves cellular repair of a damaged area ar1d 
depends on the capacity of cells to grOIN' and differentiate. Ho·wever, 
the cellular proliferation and differentiation in healing usually in-
valves but one cell type and not n~ny cell types as in regeneration. 
Both processes depend on the adult to exert the inducing influence. 
The process of regeneration can be separated into several stages. 
Butler (1933) described the process in amphibians and summarized the 
stages as follows: 
a) ·wound healing - a migration of epithelial cells ·with little 
or no mitosis . 
b) Dedifferentiation of ca rtilae:;e cells . 
c) Blastena :forfna tion - consistins of altered ca rtilage ce lls a nd 
mesenchyme cells . Dedifferentiation ceases a fter the b l c, steLla 
is fo rmed . 
d) Histogenesis and morphoc;enesis by prolifera.tio:1 2.nd rediffer-
e_ t i ation of the bl asteEla ce lls. 
1.iost investigators have found , as di d Butler, thc:.t the p rocess of re-
generat ion involved s eve r a l such stac:;es . HoY·Jever, Rose (19M~o) doubted 
the b l c:tst.ema :fOl~mat ion from cartila~:.; e SUE;' gested by Butler. Rose aain-
t.a ined t hat t he b l asteLJCt -r12.s forrrted a s a result of eiJider!.rh.~l dedifferen-
tia tion . He fow1d ·chat young lc.rva l skin had a g1·ea. ter potential f or 
re c;ene r at ion than adult skin. He , t herefore, transpl anted l 2.rve.l skin 
i n the adult , ,_,;hich does not re c;enerate , and he observed r e genera tion . 
This INOrlc of Rose InB.y 'oe CJ.Uestioaed , f or he ob k.ined t he f on&'l.tion of 
mesoderma l st ruc tur es front the blastena tha t i s forned by t he dedif-
ferentiation of ep i de r r,ul cells that e.re ect ode r rc13.l. Thus , ectoder m 
formed mesoder fll, and a nm•r pa1·t ;,ve. s produced. Tl1is phen omenon needs 
further testing , for it is um.1sua.l to have mesod.er !!la l structures (mus-
cles, b lood vessels , a nd connective tissue) formed fror.1 ectocl.errnal an-
l aG;e n , even if there is a possibility t hat the ectoderm is a ltered . 
The c~uestion a s to y;;1ich cells a ctually for~J. thE: blaste JDD. i s still un-
answere d . H m!Iever, regeneration may b e stated as an a dul t grovrth p ro-
cess that invol ves dedifferent i ati on of certa i n cells to form a b l a s -
te::~a , a:1d to cause reol~ganization , cell division , and redifferent i a tion . 
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regeneration in adult organisms throughout the animal kingdom furnishes 
evidence that the inductor is present in these animals. 
Evidence from Adult Tissue Extracts 
Adult tissue extracts have gro-wth-promoting effects on isolated 
cells in vitro. The ability of such tissue extracts to produce cell 
gro1~h indicates that these extracts must possess a growth stimulating 
factor. This stimulator may be a residual embryonic inductor, for the 
tissue extract exerts the srune effect on cells in vitro as embryonic 
organizer exerts on blastomeres of the partially cleaved egg. 
Carrel (1913) found that tissue extracts of the chick ambryo, 
adult chicken, Rous sarc·oma, adult dog and adult rabbit caused increased 
connective tissue gr-owth in vitro. The c·onnective tissue, which 11ms I 
used in these in vitro experiments, was that of embryonic ventricle and 
1
j 
skin. Carrel obtained the extracts, which he desired to study, by II 
grinding the necessary tissue together vvith sand in a mortar. He :I 
added Ringer's solution to the grindings and allowed them to stand. 1j 
Then he centrifuged the solution and used the supernatant fluid. :1 
Carrel (1913) also found that all tissue a"'Ctracts do not promote 11 
growth in vitro to the same degree. Embryonic tissue extrac·t was most 
active. Extracts of adult rabbit or dog spleen and Rous sarcoma were 
almost as active as extracts of chick embryo . Heart and kidney ex-
trae,ts were much less active . Extracts of blood corpuscles and of con-
nective tissue brought about only a slight acceleration of gro1'fth . 
Carrel reported that the extract of any adult tissue promoted conr1eCJ-
tive tissue growth. His results indicate that an inductor is present 
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in adult tissue. I t is likewise noteworthy that Rous sarcoma and adult 
spleen could induce connective tissue growth almost as well as chick 
I 
il embryo extract. 
I 
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Other investigators confirmed Carrel1 s results. The somewhat dif-
' 
ferent results reported by a few experimenters may have been due to the 
difference in their methods of preparing the tissue extracts. 
\i1Talton (l9l4) confirmed the results obtained by Carrel. In a.ddi-
tion to confirming Carrel's >•rork, he also demonstrated that liver ex-
tract inhibited connective tissue growth in vitro. Liver extract 
either prevented the proliferation and differentiation of connective 
tissue cells, or the extract did not possess sufficient inductor to 
initiate the process. 
Trowell and Willmer (1939) found that tissue extracts of the adult 
chicken had growth promoting properties when tested on chicken fibro-
blasts cultured in vitro. They confirmed the r esults of Carrel and 
Walton. 
In the adult mammalian body, as well as in the adult body of other 
animals, there are certain cells that are not differentiated. However, 
they possess the ability to become differentiated under proper stimula-
tion. There are 11undifferentiated11 mesenehymal cells and fibroblasts 
witr~n the connective tissue of adult mamw~ls. These cells are, to be 
sure, differentiated into mesenchymal cells and fibroblasts, but these 
units are arrested developmental structures. They possess the poten-
tial to further differentiate under the influence of an inductor. 
Levander (1945) demonstrated that the mesenchymal cells in adult rab-
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bits differentiated when alcoholic extracts of adult rabbit tissue 
were injected. Alcoholic extracts of bone, muscle, and endometrium 
induced mesenchymal cells to form bone, muscle, and endometrium, res-
pectively. Levander believed that the srune substance was present in 
the adult tissue as was present in the embryo. He also maintained 
that embryonic inductor in adult tissue was responsible for post-embry-
onic growth. Therefore, an extract of a fully devel oped tissue can 
cause growth in vivo, for it induces cells to form tissues, and it con-
trols the cellular division of the induced cells . 
Although adult tissue extracts can induce cellular proliferation 
and differentiation both in vitro and in vivo, most experimenters con-
cede that embryonic extracts are more potent in this respect. How-
ever, Hof f man , Tenenbaum, and Doljanski (1939a) reported that adult 
tissue extracts had a greater effect on fibroblasts in Carrel flasks 
than did embryonic extracts. Equal concentrations of adult tissue ex-
tract and anbryonic extract had different effects, in that the adult 
extract induced greater mitotic activity and differentiat i on than the 
sru11e concentration of embryonic extract. Hoffman, Tenenbaum, and 
Doljanski did not give their method of tissue extraction. Ho·vrever, 
even though their results are not in complete agreement with those of 
Carrel (1913), Walton (1914), and Trowell and Willmer (1939), the prob-
ability of the presence of inductors in the adult is augmented by the 
results of Hoffman, and others. 
Both neoplastic and normal adult tissues have a high growth capa-
city. Both tissue types contain grmvth-promoting substances. Hoffman, 
Tenenbau.m, and Doljanski (1939b) demonstrated that the gro·wth-activating 
effect of Rous sarcoma extract was not greater than that of extracts of 
cardiac and smooth muscle of normal adult chickens, >'<hen they were ap-
plied to fibroblast cultures grown in Carrel flasks (standard technioue). ' 
Extracts of neoplastic and normal-adult tissues had the same growth-
promot ing effect. However, neoplastic extract promoted the growth of 
/. tumors, while normal tissue extracts promoted normal growth. The sar-
i coma extract contained inductor, but it ·was not ''normal" inductor. 
Since the sarcoma extract induced cellular division but failed to pro-
duce differentiation, it was unlike the normal inductor contained with-
in adult tissue extract. Thus, the results obtained by Hoffman and 
others, confirm the theory that adult organisms contain LrJ.ductors. 
These results also introduce another concept. The inductor contained 
within the extract of neoplastic tissue is not functioning "normally", 
for the result of the induction is an abnormal mass. As noted earlier 
in t his thesis, adult L~ductors are probably residual embryonic indue-
tors. These adult inductors may produce an abnormal grovrth , which may 
be either benign or malignant . Such abnormal growths may well be the 
result of a disruption of the adult inductor. 
Evidence from Teratoma Testis 
In the testis, the appearance of g rowths that involve more than 
one germ layer depends upon two factors: 1) the presence of totipotent 
cells, and 2) the presence of inductor in the adult. Falin (1940) I II 
Ill stated that the inductor ~as liberated and that it acted on the totipo-
tent cells, and thus produced the teratoma~ 
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Wlichalowsky (1925) obtained an experimental teratoma in a rooster 
follovrl.ng the injection of a few cubic centimeters of a five percent 
solution of zinc chloride into the testis. Falin and Gromzewa (1939) 
obtained the same result using a ten percent solution of zinc sulphate . 
Thus, the injection of either zinc chloride or zinc sulphate produced 
a teratoid grov~h in the testis of the rooster. Since a gro~~h pheno~ 
enon occurred, even though it was abnormal, a growth-promoting agent 
must have been present. 
Falin (1940) proposed an explanation for experimentally-produced 
teratoma testis. He stated that the zinc reacted with the albumin, 
which was present in the testis, to form albuminates, and that ae:ids 
were produced in the reaction. These acids caused tissue injury and 
necrosis. He observed that there was a close connection between necro-
sis and the appearance of tumor cells. Therefore, Fali.11. suggested that 
necrotic cells liberated the inductor and induced the tumor formation. 
Thus, Falin's theory indicates that the inductor was probably present 
in the testis of the adult rooster. Since a teratoma was produced, the 
inductor must have been disrupted. 
The appearance of spontaneous teratoma may be explained i n a simi-
lar manner. In both spontaneous and experimental teratoma an abnormal 
cell growth is produced. The disrupted or altered inductor, which is 
liberated, may produce a teratoma by acting on totipotent cells to 
cause their proliferation and partial differentiation. 
Thus, the normal growth processes of ·wDund healing and regenera-
tion depend upon inductors. Also, the evidence from the experiments 
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with tissue extracts and teratoma of the testes likewise supports the 
theory that the inductor is present in the adult. Until future experi-
ments definite~ establish the presence of the inductor in the adult, 
caution must be exercised in asserting its existence.. At present, the 
experimental evidence strongly suggests the probability of the exis-
tence of inductors in the adult. 
' THE NATURE OF THE I NWCTOR 
Although the process of induction may depend upon electrical po-
tentials or metabolic gradients, the majority of the investigators 
support the theory that the inductor is a chemical substance. There 
is, however, some disagreement even among the experimenters who assert 
that the inductor is a chemical substance. Some investigators maintain 
that the inductor is a steroid-like substru1ce. Others state that it is 
a substance similar to a carbohydrate. There is also some support for 
a protein-like inductor. Regardless of whether the inductor is of a 
chemical, electrieal, or gradient nature, its properties are not dis-
puted. 
Properties of the Inductor 
The inductor eXhibits m~ny unique properties. These properties 
are related to its structure. The primarJr functions of the inductor 
in the embryo are to establish the body axis, induce neural tube forma-
tion, and organize the embryonic germ layers so that an embryo can be 
formed. The dorsal lip of the blastopore, which gives rise to the 
chorda mesoderm in amphibians, is thought to be the primary induction 
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center. Secondary induction centers, such as the optic cup and the 
--r 
limb bud primordia, emanate from the primary induction center. The 
main attribute of the inductor within the embryo is its organizing 
ability .. 
Child (1946) stated that the inductor substance was non-specific:, 
and that it was widely distributed. He based this statement on the 
observation that chick,. fish, and lamprey inductor caused neural dif-
ferentiation in the ventral ectoderm of the amphibian. Thus, the a-
bility to induce neural tube formation is not restricted to the indue-
tor of any one animal type. The inductor can exert its effect on many 
animals. The inductor is non-specific in both distribution and action. 
Some investigators have shown that the inductor was eoctremely 
stable in a wide temperature range. Bautzmann, Holtfreter, Spemann, 
and l,Iangold (1932) found that by removing dorsal lip from an amphibian 
e gg and heating the lip to 60° C., it did not lose its inductoral pow-
er when it was transplanted into the ventral ectoderm of a second em-
bryo. Holtfreter (1933) stated that heating amphibian dorsal lip at 
60° C., or boiling it for five minutes, failed to reduce its inducto-
ral power. It was also reported by both Holtfreter (1933) and 
Bautzmann and others (1932) that freezing temperatures, likewise, 
failed to destroy the induct oral potential of chorda mesoderm. VI adding-
ton (1933) showed that the anterior portion of the chick's primitive 
streak, when coagulated by heat, and ·when implanted within the blasto-
derm of a host, induced neural plate and notochord formation. From the 
experiments noted above, it would appear that the inductor is stable to 
heat. However, other;, investigators do not support this view, as will 
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be shown under 11The Liberation of the Inductor". 
Some experimenters have asserted that the inductor was stable 
when exposed to certain chemicals. Tissue that was kno·wn to possess 
the inductor did not lose its ability to induce when exposed to ethyl 
alcohol or trichlorbutylalcohol. Baut~1n and others (1932) demon-
strated that inductoral power was not lost when dorsal lip of an am-
phibian egg was placed in ninety-six percent ethyl alcohol for several 
IDinutes . Marx (1931) demonst rated that the narcotic, trichlorbutyl-
alcohol, did not prevent amphibian dorsal lip from inducing neural 
tube forwation after the dorsal lip had been completely narcotized. 
The inductor can be liberated in many ways. The boiling, crush-
ing, or drying of ventral ectoderm of the amphibian egg apparently 
stimulates tlns region to release the inductor. In the development of 
the amphibian errbryo, ventral ectoderm does not act as an inductor. 
Thus, Child (1946) stated that some tissue liberated the inductor when 
living, while other tissue yielded the inductor only when dead. Such 
violent treatments as boiling, crushing, and drying kill the ventral 
ectoderm tissue, but they release the inductor. Like-wise, Holtfreter 
(1933) found that parts of the egg that had no inductoral power when 
living, could acquire it after being boiled. He found that presump-
tive epidermis of the gastrula, or ventral epidermis of the neurula, 
when dead, called forth inductions as strong as those induced by 
living medullary plate. Fertilized uncleaved amphibian e gg also in-
duced when it was first boiled. Therefore, another property of the in-
ductor is its ability to induce when 1tlead11 • 
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viith the reservations noted in the above discussion, the proper-
ties of the inductor may be summarized as follows: 
1. The inductor possesses the ability to org~Dize an embryo. 
2. The inductor is ·widely distributed throughout t he animal 
kingdom. 
3. The inductor is non-specific in its action. 
J,... The inductor is stable to both boiling and freezing tempera-
tures. 
5. The induc:tor is stable to certain chemicals. 
6. The inductor can induce when 11 dead11 • 
A Steroid-like Inductor 
Sterols, or lipids, are soluble in certain fat solvents, such as 
chloroform, ether, and petroleum ether. Needham, Waddington, and 
Needham (1934) demonstrated that induction of a secondary embryonic 
axis in amphibian gastrulae was accomplished by the implantation of 
ether extracts and 11petrol7ether" extracts of the neurula and ether 
extracts of adult amphibian viscera. Therefore, they concluded that 
the inductor was probably a definite chemical substance soluble in 
ether or 11petrol-ether11 • Since ether and petroleum ether are fat 
solvents, it seems, from the above experiments, that the inductor may 
be a sterol substance • 
. Waddington, Needh~rn., Nowinski, and Lemberg (1935) obtained an in-
ductoral substance, which was capable of causing the ectoderm of the 
Triton gastrula to differentiate into neural tissue, by making ether 
extracts of whole newt bodies and rrammalian liver. The active sub-
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stance was present in the unsaponifiable fraction and in that part of 
the fraction precipitable with digitonin. An inductor and cholesterol, 
which is a complex, colorless, crystalline solid alicyclic alcohol, 
were precipitated when the unsaponifiable fraction vras allowed to 
crystallize from alcohol in the cold. iNaddington and others suggested 
that the inductor substance was of a sterol-li.ke nature. 
Barth (1934) reported that the cephalin, which is phosphorized 
fat obtained from mammalian brain, li1duced a neural plate formation in 
axolotl. He also reported that the extract of mammalian brain, used 
to obtain neural plate, contained impurities v1bich were probably 
leeithin or cholesterol. It was possible that the i.rnpurities produced 
the induction. However, he asserted that cephalin had many properties 
of the amphibian organizer. Thus, Barth's results lend support to a 
chemical theory of induction, wherein the inductor is probably a 
sterol-like substance. 
Waddington and Needham (1935) stated that the inductor was 
probably an unsaponifiable ether-soluble substance. They based their 
statement on experimental results, for they tested the effects of 
sterol substances on amphibian gastrulae and found that induction took 
place. Into the cavities of young amphibian gastrulae, they implanted 
small pieces of coagulated egg-albumin which contained, in an emulsi-
fied form, the substance to be tested. They experimented with hydro-
carbons of the phenanthrene group that are ether-soluble and unsapon-
ifiable. Since compounds which belonged to the phenanthrene group in-
duced neural tube formation, there is a strong possibility that the 
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naturally-occurring inductor is a sterol-like substance. 
Vfoerdeman (1933) concluded that the inductor was associated with 
glycogen and was probably a carbohydrate-like substance, for induc-
tions were obtained with glycogen extracts. Waddington, Needham, 
Nowinski, and Lemberg (1935), however, isolated from crude prepara-
tions of glycogen an active ether-soluble substance which was also 
precipitated vlith digitonin. They suggested that the inductor-power 
of glycogen was due to the presence of sterol impurities. i'laddington, 
Needham, NoWinski, Lemberg, and Cohen (1936) confirmed the presence of 
an inductor substance in the digitonin precipitate of the unsaponi-
fiable material of the ether extracts of crude glycogen. They, there-
fore, stated that glycogen was not capable of inducing neural tube 
formation in amphibian gastrulae. They also stated that the indue)-
tion, apparently caused by glycogen, was actually due to sterol con-
taminants. 
The experimenters mentioned above presented evidence that the in-
ductor was probably a sterol-like substance. However, as discussed 
below, other investigators suggested that the inductor ·was carbohy-
drate-like or protein-like, and they supported their theories by evi-
dence equally as strong as that cited above. 
A Carbohydrate-like Inductor 
The theory that the inductor is carbohydrate-like is based on two 
observations. First, glycogen, which is a type of carbohydrate, is 
capable of inducing neural tube forL1ation in amphibian gastrulae. 
Second, the metabolism of glycogen is associated with induction areas. 
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P. carbohydrate product released i ll the Hetabolisu of (;ly cos e n , or some 
other substance :..~ela ted to t;l y cogen metabolism, Iil3Y be the a ::;ent :c-e-
s ponsible for LrJ.duction . 
~Joerdeman ( 1933) found that the gl ycogeD conC.ent Tras hi :.;h dm'ing 
the e.E:_:,1hi b i an bldstula. stage but , as GG.st::..'ulation occur red and inva.gin-
a tion took p lace, t here 1.ms a de crea sed gl y cogen content n i thin the 
developing e gg. He contended that the loss of gl yco,::: en .va s associated 
nith a decrea.sed inducing capacity.. The i nductor n e.s carbohydr ate-
like substance, and gl y colysis was the neans b;v nhi ch t he inductor 
performed its functions. '!;Joerdeman further substantiated this t h eory 
nith evidence f rom tumor inductions . He used ~jalker r a 'l:, carcinoma 
256 , a malignant tumor, which has a hi e;h gl ycolytic ac tivit~r and ob-
t a ined a positive induction . However, i nducti ve cap city d oes not 
alwo.ys depend up on a high glycolytic activity . ~ lehmeier ( 1934) re-
ported that the retina of the fro g , a tissue of h i gh r;l ycolytic a c-
ti vity , 'Nas an extremely neak inductor. Si n ce there was some i nduction 
produced ~·:ith the retina, the ca r bohydrate-like theory of the inductor 
was not disproved . However, the vi e-:'; needed furthe::..~ confirmation . 
Fischer a.nd Heruneier (1933) stated tha t i nduction was caused by 
increa sed glycolysis and that the con·:::.en'G of gl ;,r co&'en p r esent ·::ithin 
t he developing egg influenced the indu ct oral capa.ci ty . They helped 
confirm the f i ndi n gs of ;, :oerdeman ( 1933) , fol~ the~r obtained inductions 
with gl y cogen . 
Boell (19Lr.2) stated that indu ction in the ar:tphi bian occurred in 
tha t region of the go..strula characterized by 3. pl~evailing metE.bolism 
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of carbohydrates. He, ·likewise, mai..11tained that the inductor was 
either a carbohydrate-like substance, or that it was intimately asso-
ciated with carbohydrate metabolism. 
Holtfreter (1933) vms unable to confirm the results that glyco-
gen could induce neural tube formation in the amphibian. Jaegar (1945) 
stated that neither glycogen nor any of its metabolic products was 
essentially concerned ·with induction. 
Thus, the ability of glycogen to· induce is questionable. However, 
the carbohydrate theory is strengthened by an investigation of the 
metabolism of glycogen. The rate of metabolism, as postulated by Child 
(1915), is higher in the dorsal lip than in the ventral ectoderm of the 
amphibian egg. In order to maintain a high metabolic rate, a tissue 
must consume I!lllch oxygen. Woerdeman (1933) demonstrated that the gly-
cogen content was higher in the dorsal lip than in the ventral ectoderm 
of the amphibian egg. Thus, the metabolism of glycogen might be rela-
ted to induction, for a high metabolic rate and a large glycogen con-
tent exist in an induction fielcl. 
Brachet and Shapiro (193'7) studied the oxygen uptake of Rana 
s,ylvatica embryos by means of the Gerard-Harttine microrespirometer. 
They showed that the dorsal lip area respired at a c-onsistently higher 
rate than the ventral region. The average difference was forty-seven 
percent. Similar experiments performed on the unfertilized eggs of 
Rana pipiens showed no significant difference between the anirn...al and 
vegetative poles. Increased oxygen uptake by the dorsal lip of the 
fertilized B:_. sylvatica egg indicated increased metabolic activity. 
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The probability that the ~1creased oxygen uptake favored the metabolism 
of gl ycogen was great . The further possibility that glycogen is con-
cerned "With induction is somewhat increased. 
Boell, Needham, and Ro gers (1939) utilized the Cartesian diver 
ultramicromanometer to study the metabolism of amphibian gastrulae . 
They found that the dorsal blastopore lip, which is an induction cen-
ter , showed anaerobic glycol ysis and anaerobic ammonia production three 
times as high as those of the ventral ectoderm. These results con-
firmed the findings of Brachet and Shapiro (193'7). The inductor >vas 
related chemically to glycogen or ·was carbohydrate-like, and it vm.s 
present in a region of hi&h metabolic activity. 
The respiratory quotient is an index of the type of food t hat an 
animal or a tissue is utilizing. Boell, Kock, and Needham (1939) dem-
onstrated that during the gastrulation of the amphibian, .~blystoma, 
the dorsal lip region showed greater trend toward a respiratory quo-
tient of unity than did the ventral ectoderm. The respiratory quotient 
of the ventral ectoderm rose as development progressed, but Boell and 
others doubted whether the quotient ever reached unity before the 
ventral ectoderm was completely underlain with mesoderm. They obtained 
these results by using the Cartesian diver ultramicromanometer. A res-
piratory quotient of unity indicated that carbohydrate was metabolized. 
'l'hus, the theory that the inductor was carbohydrate-like was supported. 
The metabolism of carbohydrates took place in the induction field of 
the dorsal lip . The inductor, which was present in this area, may well 
have been a carbohydrate. 
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Barth and Graff (1938) stated tha t since the organization center 
of the ru~hibian egg had a higher rate of oxygen uptake and anaerobic 
glycolysis than the remainder of the egg, the inductor was liberated 
in the induction field during the metabolism of glycogen. Therefore, 
the inductor was probably of a carbohydrate-like nature. 
It should be noted that all investigators did not substantiate 
the glycogen-metabolism, carbohydrate-like inductor theory. Boell and 
Needham (1939) reported that the respiratory rates of the dorsal lip 
and ventral ectoderm regions of the gastrulae of Discoglossus and 
Arnblystoma appeared to be identical. Vladdington, Needham, and Brachet 
(1936) also stated that the measurements of the oxygen-uptake of the 
dorsal lip of the blastopor~ and of the ventral ectoderm by a micro-
respirometer indicated that only a very small difference, if any , exis-
ted between the respiratory rates of these two regions in the developing 
amphibian egg. These results agreed very well with those of Boell ru1d 
Needham (1939), who used a Cartesian diver ultramicromanometer to de-
termine the respiratory rates of the dorsal and the ventral areas of 
the amphibian egg. The findings of Boell and Needham (1939), as well 
as those of Waddington and others (1936), indicated that the oxygen 
uptake of the induction-field area of a developing runphibian egg and 
that of a non-inducing area of the same egg was similar. Also, these 
findings indicated that the release of a carbohydrate-like inductor in 
the induction area by metabolism was extremely doubtful. 
Barth (1942) stated that the discrepancies in the literature per-
taining to oxygen constunption of amphibian gastrulae are due to ~vo 
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factors. First, the investigators did not always state specifically 
which portion of the ventral area of the gastrula was used. Second, 
most investigators did not correct for the oxygen consumption of the 
yolk. Barth found that the dorsal lip consumed oxygen at a higher 
rate than the opposite side of the amphibian gastrula, since he cor-
rected for the yolk's consumption of oxygen. His results agreed quite 
well with those of Brachet and Shapiro (193?). He found that his re-
sults could not be compared with those of Y'iaddington, Needhan, and 
Brachet (1936) and Boell and Needham (1939), since these experimenters 
did not use that region of the gastrula directly opposite the dorsal 
lip but used some other portion of the ventral ectoderm. Furthermore, 
Barth found that when he did not correct for the oxygen consumed by 
the yolk, he, too, obtained the same rate of oy_ygen consUI!Iption for 
the ventral ectoderm and the dorsal lip. Thus, Barth concluded that 
the inductor was carbohydrate-like and that it was associated with 
metabolism. 
Barth (1938) demonstrated that oxygen was also important in re--
generation. He stated that oxygen was essential to the regenerative 
process, since it functioned to liberate the inductor. He found that 
a decrease in the available oxygen supply caused a decrease in the 
rate of regeneration in Tubularia. Increased oxygen tension above 
four and one-half cubic centimeters per liter increased the rate of 
regeneration. OXJ'gen tension lower than this level decreased the rate 
of regeneration. A direct relationship existed between oxygen tension 
and regenerative rate. 
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lietabolism may be importru1t in regeneration in the same manner as 
it is in ontogeny. The liberation of the inductor in both regeneration 
and in development may depend upon metabolism. Since the oxygen tension J 
affects the rate of metabolism, the release of the inductor may also be 
affected. It is probable that in both regenerative and developmental 
phenomena the oxygen aids the process of glycolysis that is taking 
place. Therefore, an inductor that is probably carbohydrate-like may 
be present in the adult and it may be liberated throu@1 metabolic pro-
cesses during regeneration. It may be maintained by some that there 
is evidence sufficiently strong to support the theorJr that the inductor 
is carbohydrate-like. However, this theory has not had the complete 
support of all investigators. 
A Protein-like Inductor 
The theory that the ~~ductor is a protein-like substance is sup-
ported by some investigators. However, it is difficult to explain cer-
tain properties of the inductor if it is assumed that the inductor is 
a protein. As noted earlier in this thesis, the inductor is presumably 
stable to high and low temperatures. Proteins are not stable to high 
and low temperatures. Also, the inductor can supposedly induce after 
it has been c·rushed or dried. Proteins cannot maintain their molecular 
structure m1der these conditions. On the other hand, proteins are 
specific in their action. The inductor induces a specific structure to 
form, for example, a lens, a nerve tube, or a notochord. Inductors 
transplanted into a definite area exert a specific influence. ~)tic 
vesicle, transplanted into the ventral ectoderm of the same or a dif-
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ferent egg, causes lens formation ~1 the new location. Dorsal lip is 
also specific when transplanted, for it induces the same structures iD 
the transplanted area as it WOllld have produc:ed if it were not trans-
planted. 
Barth and Graff (1938) stated that the sterol t heory of the or-
ganizer was not correct. They concluded that a sterol-like inductor 
lacked the specificity required of an inductor. Fat and fat-lil<e sub-
stances were not specific in action. However, proteins were specific. 
Therefore, they concluded that the inductor was a protein-like sub-
stance. 
The specificity of the inductor is reflected in tc~or transplants. 
Berrill ( 1943) stated that the fact that tumor transplants from one 
species were incompatible with the tissues of other species, indicated 
that the inductor was a protein-like substance. A host that received 
a foreign tumor transplant lacked the inductor to control the trans-
plant. Such transplanted tu.mors were either resorbed, or they took 
and prol.:iferated wildly. Both a reso:rpt,ion and a successful trans-
plant that grows chaotically exhibit a lack of control by an induc·tor. 
The prevailing lack of control is due to tissue specificity. Only a 
protein-like inductor could exhibit such specificity .. 
Briggs and Grant (1943) demonstrated that carcinoma of adult 
Rana pipiens kidney transplanted into various sites of young larvae 
grew well. However, when these host larvae approached metamorphosis, 
the tumors regressed. The tumor regression was not due to metamorpho-
sis, for permanent tadpoles, and tadpoles which had been hypophysecto-
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mized, also underwent tumor atrophy. Briggs and Grant (1943) stated 
that the atrophy was an expression of development. The younger larvae 
lacked the protein-like inductor, for their tissues were not differen-
tiated. However, as the larvae grew older, their tissues became spe-
cific because of the presence of the protein-like inductor -- regres-
sion occuJ:Ted. 
Diirken (1926), Kusche (1929), and Bautzrnann (1929) indicated that 
fragments of blastulae and gastrulae developed vdthout disturbance in 
the coelom, optic cavity, and dorsal lymph spaces of older amphibian 
larvae . They reported that the transplant did not regress. However, 
they failed to report the a ge of the host. 
Harris (1941) demonstrated that presumptive ectoderm, notochord, 
and entoderm from gastrulae of Hyla regilla, when transplanted into 
the optic cavity, dorsal lymph spaces, brain cavity, and nmscles of 
the tail of H. regilla, underwent regression. This regression oe-
curred in older tadpoles with well defined limbs. Harris stat ed that 
there was a difference between the cells of t he host and t hose of the 
graft, and consequently regression occurred. At first, the host was 
not sufficientl;sr unlike the graft, so that the grafts were able to 
grow. As the host grew older, it differentiated fiiTther . The protein-
like inductor present became more estranged from the graft. The in-
ductor of the host failed to exert i t s influence on the transplant, 
and the tra~splant re~~essed. Harris (1941) stated that there was no 
evidence of a sarcoma- like growth r esulting from the lack of control; 
there was a s:iJnple regression. However, Durken (1926) obtained re-
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sults which were not in agreement with those of Harris (1941). Dllrken 
reported an atypical mesenchyme or sarcoma-like growth as a result of 
the failure of the host to exert a control on the graft • 
. 
Thus, there is strong evidence from the eXperiments with adult 
tumor and embryonic transplants that the inductor is probably protein-
like. 
Barth (1939) stated that the inductor was protein-like. He as-
serted that the subjection of the dorsal lip to heat, drying, and al-
cohol treatment by Holtfreter (1933) denatured the protein-like il1duc-
tors. The specificity of induction was lost. Barth (1939) asserted 
that the induction by denatured dorsal lip, reported by Holtfreter 
(1933), was due to the release of the natural protein-like inductor 
that was stimulated to action by the denatured protein. Barth (1939) 
also stated that in A.rnblystoma, proteins had a greater capacity to 
induce neural tube formation than did lipoid rnaterial. 
Brachet (1939) suggested that natural inductors are proteins . 
He also suggested that the natural inductors nere present in the cell 
nuclei. He stated that the inductor might be either a nucleoprotein 
or a nucleic acid. Sinnott (1939) stated that the genes ·Here impor-
tant in induction . Thus, he, to o, confirmed the theory of Brachet 
(1939) that the inductor was probably located in the nucleus and was 
of a protei..11 nature. Brachet (1947) concluded that the induc·tor vvas 
a protein-like substarrce and that it was a nucleoprotein complex that 
contained respiratory and hydrolytic enzymes. 
There is a def~1ite possibility that the i nductor is protein-
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like. Hov.rever, there are certain facts that tend to cast some doubt 
on the protein-like nature of the inductor. High and low temperatures 
cause pl~oteins to becoJ11e denatured . These proteins are altered in 
molecular structure and l ack specificity.. Chemicals, likewise, cause 
the denaturing of proteir1s . Furthermore, Child (194.6) stated that the 
nature of proteins was such that they would have little chance of 
surviving the extreme conditions of temperature a.l'ld chemical treatment 
that chorda mesoderm had been exposed to and still survived. Child 
eoncluded that it seemed unlikely that the natural inductor 1·vas a pro-
tein type . 
However, the protein-like theory of the inductor should not be 
discarded. To be sure, heat, cold and chemicals may kill the dorsal 
lip tis sue of the amphibian gastrula. The subseouent induction may 
not be due to 11 living11 inductor but to the ability of the 11dead11 in-
ductor to activate the natural inductor in the region 1•1here the de-
natured dorsal lip is applied. Therefore, the natural inductor may 
well be of a protein nature . 
Thus, the cases for all three possible chemical tJTes of induc-
tors have been elucidated. Harrison (1933) ·warned a gainst singling 
out any one chemical subs tance as the active agent in the production 
of proliferation and differentiation. He may well be correct, sL~ce 
the evidence for any one chemical substa.l'lce, as reported in the lit-
erature, is not substantiated by all experimenters, but it is invar-
iably contradicted by some. Hence , the exact nature of the inductor 
is still in doubt . 
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THE LIBERATION OF THE IIIDUCTOR 
The inductor must be liberated from such areas as the dorsal lip , 
optic cup, or llioo bud in order to exert its influence. An inductor 
that is inhibited physically or bound chemically can not function to 
produce cell division and differentiation. The inductor can be libera-
ted in many -vvays . It has been asserted that cell injury, metabolism 
of cells, action of carcinogens on cells, and cellular cytolysis are 
all mechanisms in causing the liberation of the inductor from an area 
in which it is contained. 
As noted earlier in this thesis, there is a supposition by some 
investigators that the inductor is stable to high and low temperatures, 
drying, and chemicals. The inductor is assumed to be capable of in-
ducing even after receiving injurious treatments that should destroy 
its inductoral power. Other investigators believe that the property 
of the i.YJ.ductor to induce when 11 dead 11 is questionable . There are two 
possible explanations for the ability of dead tissue to induce. First, 
the killing of non-inducing tissue by boiling, or by any other means, 
causes the liberation of inhibited inductor "~Nithin the tissue, and t llis 
released inductor promotes mitotic division and differentiation. Sec-
ond, the destruction of either non-inducing or inducing tissue by heat, 
or by any other means, causes the liberation of a substance which, in 
turn, stinru.lates the release of the 11natural11 inductor. 
Needham (1942) stated that boiling, or other treatments that 
killed tissue, served to liberate the inductor from all regions of the 
embryo, even ~om those areas vmich did not induce before the treat-
ments. He also stated that such treatment of ventral ectoderm caused 
this area to acquire inductive power, because a natural inductor was 
liberated. The inhibition was removed by the treatment. Holtfreter 
(1933) asserted that non-inducing ventral ectoderm of the lli~hibian 
gastrula did induce after being treated by physical means or with chem-
icals. Tissue treated in such a manner and implanted in a second a~ 
phibian gastrula evoked neural tube formation in the host gastrula. 
Needham (1942) explained these results on the basis that the natural 
inductor was liberated from the ventral ec:toderm by the heat treatment 
and that the liberated inductor produced the neural tube forroBtion. 
Child (1946) stated that methylene blue, when applied to Vientral 
ectoderm of an amphibian gastrula, caused this tissue to induc'e neural 
tube formation in the ventral ectoderm of another amphibian gastrula 
onto which it was implanted. Needham (1936) maintained that although 
the dye produced a metabolic acceleration, the acceleration was low. 
Therefore, he concluded that the effects produced by the substance 
were due to the liberation of restrained inductor from the ventral 
ectoderm. The induction produced in the second amphibian embryo vvas 
due to the release of the natural inductor. The methylene blue was 
not the actual inductor, but it served to liberate the inductor. Heiss 
(1935) likewise stated that the various chel1'ical and physical treat-
ments merely activated the inductor. The activated inductor produced 
the subsequent inductions directly. 
Inductions have been produced in ventral ectoderm by treatment 
with other chamical substances. Beatty, de Jong, and Zielinski (1939) 
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found t hat the dyes J anus green and neutral red caused pi e ces of pre-
sumptive epiderrnis, ventra l ectoderm. of the amphi b i an [',-astrula , t o 
under go neural differ entiation . Okada (1938) s tated that, i n the em-
bry os of Triturus ..J2.Y.:rrhogas.~, introduction of the rni neral :m.ateria ls 
Fuller's earth , silica , and ca lcium ca r bonate led to imluctions of 
neural t issue in the ventrcJ. ectoderm. Since the ventral e ctoderm 
v,ras treated with many substances , and since, n hen it nas s o t r eated 
vrith thes e i rritants, the non-inducing a rea v1as induced , the i nductor 
probabl,y nas liberated i...'l. its natur a l form. Child (1946) C'oncluded 
t hat the apparent indu ctor a l p ower of nany substances y,m s due to their 
effe ct i veness in liberat i ng the natur a l i nductor . 
A. sterol-like or a gl ycogen- like i nduct or may be a.ble to with-
stand such t r eat ments a s discussed above . HoHever , a protein-like sub-
stance certa inly cantJ.Ot wi thstand such violent t r eat ment . The direct 
liberation of a sterol-like or gl y c ogen-li.."ke i nductor by chemical or 
physica l rneans is probable , w'n ile t he di r e ct liber ation of a protein-
like inductor by such meails is i mpossible . 
I t is p ossible, howevel~ , tha t a sterol-like, a gl ycogen- like , or 
a. protein-like substance could be liberated i ndir ectly from ventral 
ectodel~m tissue i n -r·rhich it wa s loc2.ted . Use of heat , dr y i n6 , et ~wl 
a lcohol, silica , and. so f orth , s ees:JS "Go kill the t i s sue a r1d destroy 
the natur a l i nduc t or. The destroy ed i nductor subs ec;_uently f'JJ.3.Y a c t on 
i ntact cells that a re stimula ted to r e l ease the natur al or int act in-
duct or. 
Barth and Gr a ff (1938) stated tha t neura l i nduction was a response 
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to a s tirnulus. They also believed that the stimulus coul d be supplied 
b y the a ction of ph ysical or chemica l means on ventra l ec t oderrn to pro-
duce dea.d cells . The dead cells produced toxic substances t hat st imu-
l a ted living cells . The living cells then liberated the i nductor sub-
stance . They further stated that there 1,-m.s no absolute pr oof that the 
dead cells o f the ventral ectoderm, produced by heat , for example, con-
tained the n atural in.ductor. 
Cohen (1938) substantiated the conclusions of Barth CJJld G1~a. ff 
(1938) by experimental evidence . He injured cell s of the developing 
amphibian e gg and observed neura l t ube formation . He insert ed a micro-
cautery· needle i nto the b l a stocoele of young gastrula e of Rana 12~.11§.· 
Ho·wever , he did n ot inject any chemicals . ii.s a result of the cauteri-
zat io:1, protuberances app ea red aver the injured 2.11 e a . The rounded pro-
jections had folds and lumen and gave the appee:1. rar,.ce of nedulla.r:~ plate 
and ~1eu.ral tube . Injury resu lted in dead cells that stinulated l iving 
cells to release the inductor . 
Holtfreter (19h5) stated that in o.ost cases rep OJ.'t ed in t l1e lit-
erature, in wi1ich dead cells or foreign substances Hinduced11 c evelop-
ment , the effects produced by t hese cells may be rego.r ded 2-s indirect . 
The a ction v1as effected by the cytolyzed c ells of the host . The de-
stro,yed cells liberat ed subst a,1ces .that acted on intact cells and 
caused the no:cn1al cells to liber at e the indu ctor . Thus , the inductor 
m.e.y be libera ted indirectly b;y t 11e pro nets of cellula r destruc t i on . 
In the ab ove dis cussion it Tias s }HT>:m tha t t he i nductor ftlay be 
lib erated a s t he result of an injul~y . 'I'he inju:r3; rw. s p roduced ex-
perimentally. However, the inductor is also liberated naturally, 
·without injury. The inductor may be liberated as a metabolite or by 
the process of metabolism. Induction areas, or areas that are knovm 
to possess the inductor, show a higher oxygen uptake than non-inducing 
areas, when the oxygen consumed by the yolk present in the ventral 
region of the egg is trucen into consideration. The process of metab-
olism has usually been associated with carbohydrate-like inductor . Re-
gardless of the chemical nature of the inductor, that is whether it is 
a sterol, protein, or a carbohydrate, it may well be associated ·with 
metabolism and enzyme systems, since all three types of chemical sub-
stance are liberated by metabolic processes . 
Beatty, de Jong, and Zielinski (1939) found that Janus green and 
neutral red accelerated cellular respiration and c·:aused ventral ecto-
derm of the amphibian gastrula to form neural tube. The dyes increased 
the metabolic rate. Thus, they may have been able to liberate the in-
ductor as a metabolite, or they may have increased the functional capa-
I city of the inductor by increasing the oy~gen uptake. 
Brachet and Shapiro ( 1937) stated that the rate of oxygen c:on-
sumption of the dorsal region of the gastrula of Rana s.ylvatica was. 
forty-seven percent higher than that of the ventral region. Boell, 
Needham, and Rogers (1939) also stated that the induction field of 
the amphibian egg ey~ibited an oxygen uptake that was three times as 
high as that of the non-induction area of the ventral ectoderm. Barth 
(1942) gave further support to the theory that the inductor was essen-
tially concerned ·with metabolism. He, too, reported that the dorsal 
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lip of the amphibian gastrula consumed oxygen at a higher rate than 
did the ventral ectoderm. Brachet (1947) likewise stated that the in-
duetor 1~s present in certain areas of the developing embryo as a con-
sequence of metabolic processes. He also stated that the inductor was 
liberated by enzyme action during metabolic processes. Thus, the evi-
dence in support of the theory that the inductor is liberated by a 
metabolic process is strong. 
The inductor can also be liberated from the developing amphibian 
e gg by certain carcinogens. Shen (1939) reported that the water-
soluble carcinogenic hydrocarbon, 1:2:5:6-dibenz-anthracen~-ft- indo-
succinate, produced neural tube forJ:~..ation in the gastrulae of Triton 
alpestris. The hydrocarbon was implanted in the ventral ectoderm. 
Shen found that the opt:Lrnum number of neural tubes was induced by a 
dose of 0.0125 gamma of hydrocarbon per embryo. Concentrations of 
this hydrocarbon, higher or lower than t his value, resulted in a de-
crease in the percentage of successful inductions. He asserted that 
if the successful inductions were due to injury, a.s other investiga-
tors maintained, the higher the dosage of hydrocarbon, the greater 
would be the injury and the higher would be the percentage of success-
ful inductions. However, he maintained t hat, since there was an op-
timum dosage of hydrocarbon for optimum induction, it seemed unlL"l{ely 
that an injury resulted from the administration of the hydrocarbon. 
Consequently, according to Shen, an injury did not cause the release 
of the inductor when this hydrocarbon was used. 
Shen also stated that the dose of water-soluble hydrocarbon that 
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produced the maximum effect on the ectoderm of the gastrula was in the 
same range as nany other biological stimulating substances. On this 
premise, Shen concluded that this hydrocarbon, and other hydrocarbons 
that are active in neural induction, exhibited a direct action on the 
ventral ectoderm. The wate!'-soluble hydrocarbon, like the normal in-
ductor, acted directly to evoke neural tube formation and did not act 
by liberating the masked inductor substance within the ventral ecto-
derrn. 
Shen1 s results cannot be doubted; induction is produced by car-
cinogens. Shear (1936), Shear and Lorenz (1936), Shear (1937), and 
Cook, Haselwood, Hewett, Hieger, Kennaway, and Mayneord (1937) also 
foQ~d that induction could be produced by means of carcinogens. How~­
ever, Shen 1 s statement that the carcinogen induced dil~ectly may be 
questioned. There is a possibility that the inductor was liberated 
by the carcinogen and that the liberated inductor produced the neural 
tube formation. 
l'!eedham (1942) asserted that the relationship betvveen prepared 
inductors and natural inductors was very questionable . He stated 
that synthetic inductors, as described by Shen (1939), might be sub-
stances related to the inductor, or that these prepared induc·tors stim-
ulated the release of the natural inductor. Needham (1942) suggested 
that if a small dose of carcinogen was required to provoke neural tube 
formation, and if a small dose of a natural inductor likewise provoked 
neural tube formation, the carcinogen and the natural inductor were 
related. However, if a large dose of carcinogen was needed to produce 
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the same result as a small cbse of natural inductor, the carcinogen 
and the natural inductor •~re not related. A large dose of carcinogen 
caused t he releas e of the natural inductor by damaging the surrm.mding 
tissue. This concept that the carcinogen and the natural inductor are 
related, if each produces neural tube formation by use of a small dose, 
is disputable. A small dose of potent carcinogen could destroy many 
cells and evoke an induction, but it need not be related to the natural 
inductor even though it acts in suff iciently srnall amounts. The rela.-
tionship between natural and synthetic inductors is still vague . How-
ever, an induction is evoked by the action of carcinogens. Whether 
this action is a direct or an indirect one is still open to debate. 
Some investigators maintain that cellular prolj_feration ·without 
differentiation can occur without the presence of an inductor. They 
believe that the 11 induction11 is accomplished by viruses. However , 
normal growth , controlled m:i. totic division, and differentiation do not 
take place. Rous (1910) showed, for the first time , that a tumor could 
be transplanted from one Pl,ymouth Rock chicken to another. He sugges-
ted that a cell-free extract of a tumor might yield a grovvth . The 
theory that viruses produced growths directly, without liberating or 
disrupting the inductor, originated from Rous . This theory does not 
agree with the irJ.ductor theory of normal and abnormal g rowth. 
According to the virus theory , it is t h ought that the viruses 
multiply in the host since, as the tQmor gro¥B , more of the active a-
gent can be obtained from the tumor growth .. Th is agrees with bacte-
riological notions. However, the work of 1la..11gold and Spemann (1927) 
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should not be overlooked. They stated that, when the neural plate of 
the amphibian embryo was induced by the inductoral influence of the 
roof of the archenterone, the newly-formed neural tissue acquired the 
ability to induce a second neural plate '\'!hen transplanted into the 
blastocoele cavity of another embryo. Cell-free extracts of the neu-
ral tube could also induce . Therefore, there is a similarity between 
the transferability of a neural tube induction by a cell-free extract, 
and the production of a tumor by cell-free extracts. A cell-free ex-
tract of a tumor is ca:ps.ble of causing an abnormal growth. This fact 
is thought to support the virus ·theory, for it is maintained that the 
virus is transferred to the host and thus the virus provokes a tumor 
formation. The fact that a cell-free extract of a neoplasm can pro-
duce a tumor has not been confirmed by all investigators. :Murphy and 
Sturm (19~l) reported that cell-free extracts of tumors failed to pro-
duce tumors. Various carcinogens were used to induce tumors in 
chickens . Extracts made from these tumors did not produce abnormal 
e;rovrths in other chickens of the same species . 
Rous and Kidd (1936) offered an explanation of the virus theory 
so that it would be compatible with the inductor theory of abnormal 
growth. They produced hyperplasia in rabbits by treating them ·with 
tar for three months. ·when tar papillomas appeared, Rous and Kidd in-
jected large amounts of a Berkefeld filtrate containing a ctive virus 
into the areas of the papilloma growths. At the end of the incubation 
period of the virus, the tumors underwent changes, for they be carne 
11beefy, discoid and infiltrative". Thus, a tumor was p roduced by the 
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carcinogen, tar, and a cancerous condition was brought on b3r the virus. 
Two facts were concluded by Rous and Kidd. First, the virus acted as 
a secondary invader - it converted a non-malignant tu~or into a cancer 
by disrupting the initial inductor evoked by the tar. Second, the 
fact t.hat the inductor was upset by the virus and produced a malignancy 
could not be doubted. The virus produced a release or unmasking of 
the inductor, with the subsequent induction of growth without differen-
tiation. 
These investigators also observed that injections of the virus 
produced malignant grovrths even in areas in which there were no ob-
servable papillomas. Consequently, they reached a third conclusion, 
namely, that the virus acted directly to produce a cancer. 
It may be said that, although it is rnaintained by some that vi-
ruses cause growth without the presence of an inductor, it is also a 
valid possibility that viruses liberate the natural inductor. In this 
liberation, the inductor is disrupted and abnormal cellular division 
and differentiation result. 
Barth (1941) stated that he observed differentiation in ectoder-
mal explants of gastrulae of the amphibian egg in the absence of in-
ductor. He stated that the explants were 11healthy 11 and exhibited no 
cytolysis. He observed an increased number of neural tube formations 
when he combined pieces of this explant. He further stated that the 
manner in which the explants were united was an important faetor. 
Thus, polarity was a f actor, for the neural tube was formed from cells 
of the anterior end of the exPlant. He asserted that, ll! some cases, 
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differentiation occurred in ventral ectoderm in the complete absence 
of the inductor. 
Holtfreter (1945) stated that Barth1 s observation concerning 
neuralation without an inductor was incorrect. Holtfreter asserted 
that the medium in which the explants were placed, acted on the ex-
plants. The explant s were c.:'ltolized. The cytolized cells liberated 
the inductor from the ectoderm that usually did not release its in-
ductor . Neuralation, as reported by Barth, definitely depended upon 
the inductor. However, the inductoral action was indirect. 
The case reported above, regarding neural tube formation with-
out induction, is attacked on the ground that the inductor is libera-
ted by cytolysis. Since the explants of Barth were cut from the gas-
trula, the injury produced in certain cells of the ventral ectoderm 
could also be sufficient to liberate the inductor. 
The liberation of the inductor can be accomplished in many di-
verse ways. In attempting to correlate neoplasia and induction, it 
is of the utmost importance to bear in mind that many diverse sub-
stances can liberate the inductor. If certaL~ substances can disrupt 
the inductor when it is liberated, abnormalities may result. 
INDUCTORB AND NEOPLASIA 
Inductors are found in the embryos of most animals. In the em-
bryo they promote cell growth in a controlled manner. There is strong 
experimental and presumptive evidence that the inductor is present in 
the adult form of most animals, as has been demonstrated earlier in 
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t his t hesis . Both nat ur al a nd eJq; erim.ental abnor ns.li t ies of tde em-
b r y o may be expl a i ned on t he b asis of a disrup t i on of t he g :c~o, ,th c on-
t roller '.Jithi n t h e embr~7 o . Ach1lt neopla s .''lS I :lE,y c:.lso be relat e d t o a 
disrup ted re s i dua l embr:;,ronic i nductor . Since b oth a dult c:r.nd e1!ib ryonic 
neoplasms possess t he same c hara c t eri stics, t here is a ~Jossibility 
t hat they :rJB. ' be pr oduced by t he s aJ!le ae;ent . 
At first it r:.1a;;· seem that t he i nduct or sub s·i:,c:_n ce ha s little to d o 
with neop l a sia, since the inductor is con cerned Hi t h a specific differ-
e ntia tion of structure s such_ a s, notochord , lii!lb , or opt ic cup and 
f!!E'.y not have any b ea1•ing on genera l gro-a t h . Hormver, t he i nduct or is 
c oncer 1ed not onl y -;·-1i th t !1e function of i n ducti on , out i t a lso governs 
the st ructure and axis of the entire body . An i ndu ct ion field is an 
a rea t hat is concerned ·,·.Jith genera l gr ovrth . 'i'h e r::ai n char acteri stic 
of an i nduction f ield is t hat al1 of the cells withi n its s p:1ere of 
i nfluen ce are a cted up on t o forn a com.pl e te embryo . Cells tha t are 
not i r1 i t s i mmediate vicin it,y are also a cted u potl i ndirectly b~r the 
induction field . Such cells a re stimula ted to di f ferentiate by ce1ls 
pre-viously motivated by t he induction f ield. By such direct and in-
direct ac tion , a compl ete embr y o i s f ormed . I n onl y one part of t he 
entire induction fi el d is a given organ for.fned . Other ore;ans a re 
formed i n dif f erent regi on s of the inducti on fi el d . 1~ ne opla sm or a 
canc er may be produced by the proliferation of cells which escape from 
the i nfluence of the induction f ield . The escape is onl y one of form 
a nd structure, for a neopla s m is s i mila r to t he tissue from v1h ich it 
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origina tes b oth h is tologically an.d physiologica lly . 
The entire question of the possib l e r elationshi p beb~;een neo-
p l asi2. and i nduction depends up on >vhether t he indu ctor is transnitted 
frorJ. the enbr y o to the a_dult and p ersists i n the l at t er . There is 
strong pre suHptive evidence t hat t h e induc tion field does persist i n 
the adul t organism. Regeneration , heaJ_in e; of wour1ds, c.nd normr.:.l re-
pl a c ement of cells are adul t processes t hnt depe nd up on an inductor 
for t heir proper control. The ability t o r egener ate ma~r be t ak en a s 
a measure of the persis tence of the inductor nithin the adul t . I f a 
tumor is the r esult of a ceJ.lulm' escape f rom t he control of the i n-
duction field in the adu l t , those an i n;.---J.ls Lhat :ee s;enerate should s h ovr 
a hi gh incidence of tumor fol' EJ.a tion . Ho11ever, the liter a ture on an-
phibian cancer cites more cases of neopl astic g r o:.--:t h for 2.nura n.s t han 
fo:c urodeles . These dat a 1na3' or ma,y not be thour;ht valid . I t coul d 
be s e.id that sinc e there is n o regeneration i n t he fro g , the induction 
field is ab sen t , and the a ppee.r ance of neoplasms is not due t o the 
c ellular escc.-:pe f rom the con 0ro l of the induction f ield . 
Hm,rever, Rose (19h2) s ho:·red t hat fro c;s c oul d be made to r e gener-
a te i f treated 'ilith a sol ution of sodi w:1 ch loride . T}1erefore, t h e 
i nductor probab~y is p r e sent even i n the adult frog i n a mas~:ed state, 
I n the data of report eel ce.s es of neop l as :JS i n urodele s and anuru.ns, a s 
/ 
c ompiled by I"u c1ce a nd Schlurnber8er (l9h9), it TJas l'evea led that the 
anurans d eveloped twnors more f recuently than eli(~ the u:codeles. It 
must b e remenber ed , however, tha t the f rog is used nuch r:tore fre-
quently a s a l aboratory ani mal t han is the neTJt. Furthermore , it 
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should be noted that the apparent inability of certain amphibians 
and other forms to regenerate does not imply that they are devoid of 
induction fields. And since these animals may possess induction 
fields, tumors may be produced as a result of the failure of the in-
duction fields to exert a control on certair1 cells. 
Berrill (1943) stated that maligna11cy of a tumor may be ex-
plained as a failure or a weakening on the part of the inductor to 
exert an influence on cellular activity. However , he asserted that 
it was unlikely that only one cell escaped from the influence of the 
inductor, but rather that rru111y cells were involved in this escape. 
He further stated that malignancy was due to a weakened control 
rather than to an intrinsic change in the cells. Therefore, the 
transplantation of tumor cells to normal healthy hosts of the same 
species or race should fail to perpetuate the malignant grov~h . He 
maintained that such g~.~afts would be absorbed by the host. 
The assumption by Berrill (1943) that more than one cell is af-
fected agrees 1•rell with the notion that there may be an induction 
field present in the adult, as well as in the embryo.. The control of 
tumors transplanted to hosts of the same species may b e accomplished 
by placing the turners in Q11disrupted induction fields of a host. 
These fields exert a controll~1g influence on the grafts. Therefore, 
resorption occurs. 
Witschi (1930) showed that in Rana temporaria e ggs, which were 
not fertilized immediately after ovulation, abnornBlities developed. 
He waited three days before fertilizing the eggs. He reported that 
there was a tendency for axial duplications and accessory appendages 
to form. He also stated that the most C'onspicuous pathological feature 
1vas the loss of the power of differentiation in the embryonic cells and 
the tendency of the embryonic cells to develop into neoplastic growths. 
The loss of differentiating power affected all three germ layers . Neo-
plasms developed in all three germ laJrers . The physical alteration of 
the eggs interfered with the control of differentiation within the 
e gg. Liasses of undifferentiated or poorly differentiated cells were 
formed. In some cases these cell masses w·ere malignant. Thus, a dis-
ruption of the inductoral field by a physical process in the developing 
Rana temnoraria e gg produced a neoplasm. 
Briggs (1941) studied the effects of delayed fertilization on 
Rana pipiens eggs. He observed abnormalities in gastrulation, such as 
incomplete gastrulation, exogastrulation, complete closure of the 
blastopore with deficiencies in the a}d.al structures, partial twinning , 
secondary embryos, and accessory appendages. He also reported abnor-
mal tissue growth follow:L11g delayed fertilization. Three types of 
ectoderm gro·wths were noted as well as growths of the entoderm and 
mesoderm. He stated that there was only one case of a papilloro~ and 
t hree questionable tumors of the somatic mesoderm. The tumors grew 
b ecause the cells of the host had a retarded mitotic rate. Briggs 
did not experiment ·with the same s pecies of frog e gg as did Yiitschi. 
This may account for the few malignant growths reported by Briggs. 
However, the fact that the delayed fertilization affected the inductor 
·within the developing egg carmot be disputed, since Briggs also ob-
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t ained abnor;nal grm-rths by a process that inter fered v:i t h the normal 
a ction of t he inductor . 
Bla ndau ~<-nd Young (1939) s tudi ed the effec ~s of del aJred fe rti li-
zation on the guinea pi g OITWit. They reported t l'w.t clela~re d fertili ze.-
tion pl~oduce . abnorEJa.lities tha·L:. •Y'!ere r;10st pronounc ed duri n::; the early 
stages of develop1.1ent . Thel~efore , i n t he DaLL!O.l , 2.s ~ ·.;e ll as in the 
a n;_nhi bi&J. , a disruption of the normally funct i oning induc ·tor ui thi_ 
t he d evelopi ng egg by the ph;rsical p r ocess of dela~red fel~tiliz ation 
p roduc ed abnorm.e.lities . Needham (1936) spe cula.tecl that oveJ.~ripeness 
of the egr; l ed to &n upset of sterol netabolis n . This upset i n 
metabolisr:t l ed to a devis.t ion i n se~: hol~ r:-tones , wl1.i c:·1 U) set t he sex r a-
tio . The c1isorgan~ zed s'c.erol metabolisn a lso p rocll)_ced o.n uncoatrol led 
libel'B.tion of the embr yonic inductor , nhich resulted in the fo r : 'Ltion 
of Itlons t ers . The netabolisrn. Y·m.s affect ed . The indu ctor Yms in-
fluenced . It d i d not, exert i ts coiJp l ete i nfluence on g:. or1t:1 ::.~1d hence , 
certa in cells Yre:ce 2.ble to escape fron t he i nduct ion field . 
Bel'ril l (1943) sta.tec1 that , i n. his OlJi n ion , tunor s of a 11 nult.iple 
nature 11 devel oped i n overripe e g_;s . He as serted t hc..t t hese tllinors 
r1ere cause c by a true '\Jeo.l~e:J.i i'l f;: of tho er~J ry onic inc.uction field c..nci. 
by a. genel~c:.l redu ct ion i n the r ate of prolifcorat.io;l . He a lso n oted 
t hat ·C,]lo tw1 m's Here the product of certain cells t!1:.:.t continued to 
divide c.t tbe nor'ftlal r ;::.t e , r;id.le the cells in ad.jc. cent t issue prolifer-
atec1 a t a slower r al:.e tha n H&s n Ol~meJ. f oT these c ells . I n other 
words, t he cells i n the a r ea of the 11 tuBor11 n e1·e a ctually nultipl yi ng 
a t a hi .c;her r ate than t~wse in adjacent tissue , and thus tur.:tors r:ere 
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formed. Briggs (1941) reported that the mitotic index of the twnor 
cells was normal, ·while that of the host was retarded. 
Histological differentiation generally proceeds in the eiD.bryo 
according to location in the induction field . The position of a cell 
in the embryo influences its development. The cell is directed a l ong 
a defini t e path by t he induction field. Berrill (1935) stated that 
tissues that were removed from the induction field of the adult and 
cultured in vitro eJdlibited a loss of differentiation, but t hey showed 
an increased rate of proliferation. He also stated that the f ailure 
to differentiate occurred as a result of the removal of the tissue 
from the controlling field. He further stated that increased mitotic 
division also inhibited cellular differentiation. He called the 
failure to differentiate a dedifferentiation. 
Bizzozero and Vassale (1887) classified tissues or cells on the 
basis of their abilit,y to differentia te . They classified cells as 
11perma.'1.ent, stabile, or labile". They found that most cells ·~ere in 
t he labile class. They stated that nerve and rm1scle cells were ex-
amples of the permanent class, for they were highly differentiated and 
normally did not multiply. Liver and pancreas belonged to the stabile 
class, since they showed a moderate degree of differentiation and some 
capacity for cell division . Labile cells were t hose that showed a 
low degree of differentiation and a great capacity for division. Fi-
broblasts belonged in t his class. This classification suggests that 
there is some correlation between mitotic cell division and the de-
gree of differentiation of a cell. It also follows that the more 
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highly specia lized or differentia ted a cel l, the less is its ability 
to divide mitotically . 
Berrill (1935) s tated tha t the evidence from t i s sue cultures and 
fission among Protozoa helped to support the theory that a hi gh degree 
of different i ation and a low de gr ee of mitotic division VJ'ere related. 
Under conditions of tissue cu lture , !llall.JT cells divided that di d not 
do so when they r emai ned in vivo . 'rherefore, i t vias evident that cer-
tair1 t~rp es of differentiation VJere compa tib le r.Jith mitotic a ct ivity , 
'\'rhile other t ypes Yrere i ncompati b le . Fis cher (1922) and Rier '1off (1922) 
s hov.Jed that the epithe l ial nature of a tissue was .::1ai nta i ned nhether 
it n as ectodermal, ki dney epithelium, or intestinal epitheli wn. 
Fischer cultured his cells under Ol'd i nary in- vitro conC:itions , nhile 
Ri enhoff cultured adult kidney i n chick embr ,yos . Lenis and Lewis 
(1917) r eported tha t muscle fibers reta ined their p oVIer of contraction, 
a lthough they l ost their cross striations ~ ·1hen cultured i n vitro . 
'Jhile the cultm·ed tissue cells me11tioned above a ctuall y dedi fferen-
tiate.:: ·when they nultiplied , they mai r1taii1ed their epithelia l structure 
and exhi bited muscular fibrillation ~ 
Thus , cell division ta.kes p l ace as a result of the dedifferent i a-
t ion that has occurred or the reduction in the s pecialized state t hat 
has taken place . Therefore, t he experimenters ''1entioned above fur -
nish evidence t hat bighl~r differentiated cells or t issues do not 
divide , and that if they a re motivated to do so by grovling them in 
t i ssue cult u r es, they s how a tendency to exhibit a dedifferentiation 
i n the r esul t i ng cells. 'l'hese phenomena may be r el a ted to malignancy , 
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f or a dedifferentiation occu:cs o_uri ng the proliferation of a cc.ncerous 
C:l~Oi'lth . Horma lly the inductol~ does not produce ci1aotic s ront_1 , and 
uncontrolled celJ_ division d oes not occur . Hm·reve:, the disruptio11 
of :~he noru;:J_ ftm ctions of the im.l_uc tor by e. carc:Lno :;e~l , by soJile other 
exoge:1ic subs·t:.ance, Ol' b~T <-tn endogenic su!)s C-ance e er££lits cell di visiou 
to occur -:ithou-t, differentio.tion or uith :ceduced differentia tio_ , re-
sultinc; in a mass of cells that , althoug,.~ dediffere~1tiated , :u"By still 
I n Protozoa , also, there is a 'ediffe r entiation of the ao re 
specialized Oj~c;anel.les, flE.gella, or ciliD. durL1g fiss ion . ii11en 
f l azellates divide , thel~e i s u.n Lcbs o:cptiocl or dedifferentiation of 
the f l azellu.rn, <mel the resulting dauzhter cells grow their orm f l a-
eella . Thus , cell cl.i visi on i n these Oi1e- celled D.n:L'!l.a.ls is c:~lso inc orr!""" 
pati b le '.ri·t:.h h i gh di f ferent iation. There 1.1u.st be a dedifferenti a tion 
to a ccompany cell division. 
Thus, the ex~::erinents performed on . t issue cul t.ures c_:nd fission 
i n Protoz oa fm'nish ev-idence for the theor.~r that the nucleus can. _ot 
control differ entiation during cell grov-rt.h . There is ;:: r esulting 
declif:ferent:i..ation . Therefore , h i gh l y different i at,ed c ells do not 
eli vide , f or abnor malit i e s would result . There is a l a ck of control. 
Berl~ill (l9Le3) stated tha t neopl a stic tissues frequentl y ne re 
described as dediffer entiated or a s having reverted to an er.Jbr y onic 
state . The evidence froB experiments Y:ith tissue cultures supports 
t!"1is sta:C.enent . Tumor cells e:xhibited a high de gr ee of cell divisi on 
t hat pr event ed the full e~c~Jression of cell charac ·t:.e r . The r esulting 
cells appeared dedifferentiated or embryonic. The ontogeny, morphology, 
and, accordil1g to Schrek (1936), the growth rate of neoplasms were com-
parable with those of embryos. 
Nicholson (1931) stated that embryonic tumors are not congenital 
nev.r growths but developmental malformations. They showed the effects 
of abnormal stimulation during the growth period. Embryonic tumors 
differed from the developing organs on which they were found. In the 
case of the tumor cells, growth continued and differentiation was re-
tarded. However, in the case of the or gans, both cell division and 
differentiation were controlled so that a systernatic and regulated 
structure resulted. Thus, as conceived by Nicholson, a tumor was 
formed as a result of cellular escape from the induction field, and 
such a tumor manifested itself by a separation of the developmental 
processes of cellular division and differentiation •. 
The Separation of the Developmental Processess 
The normal function of the inductor in the embryo is to produce 
regulated cell division and differentiation so that an orderly erJJryo 
>rill result. Inductors, which are probabzy present in the adult , also 
function to produce systematic mitotic division and coordinated dif-
ferentiation so that a cell that is anatomically and phys iologically 
integrated will be produced. If, however, cell division proceeds in 
either the adult or the embryo at a norrnal rate and is accompanied by 
a retarded rate of differentiation , an irregular cell or embryonic 
growth will be formed. Thus, a separation of cell division from 
differentiation results j_n the production of abnormalities. Experi-
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mentally, many investigators confirmed the theory that alteration or 
separation of the developmental processes produces a malformed enti-
ty .. 
Broca (1862) reported that a delay in the incubation period of 
chickens' eggs resulted in a dissociation of cell growth and organi-
zation . Edwards (1902) fmmd that he could influence the normal 
growth of Anidian blastoderms by alterli1g the incubation temperature. 
Hoadley (1938) reported that Rana pipiens eggs developed abnol~li­
ties when they were exposed to supramaximum temperatures. Olson 
(1942) also reported changes in the bo~y proportions of frogs vmen 
the developing e ggs were exposed to high temperatures. 'Hitschi 
(1930) and Briggs (1941) reported that delayed fertilization of ~ 
phibian eggs resulted in the malformations that were characterized 
by cellular proliferation but r etarded differentiation. Piper (1933) 
reported that Rana temporaria developed malformations and abnormal 
gastrulations when exposed to a solution of sucrose. Dawson (1938) 
reported that 2, 4-dinitrophenol caused abnormal gastrulations and 
abnormal growths in developing frogs' eggs. Baldwin (1915) reported 
that spina-bifida and tUinorous grow·ths were produced in developing 
frogs ' eggs. He produced these effects by the action of ultra-violet 
rays upon the developing eggs. Thus, many factors alter the inductor 
and cause a separation of cell division and differentiation. The 
normal relationship between growth and differentiation may be upset . 
Hoadley (1930) found that when presumptive embryonic organs of 
a chick ·were transplanted into the chorio-allantoic membrane of 
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a.nother chick er!lbry o , and c. llowed to r each c. point of differentia-
tion e (~ual t o tha t of untransp l an·0ed controls , wax. !!10dcls of the 
structures that developed i n the controls were much he2,vier than 
t hose of sirnlal~ structures t ha t \'Jere for med a s a r es ult of the tra ns-
planting of t he p resumpt i ve embry oni c organs . He f u rther found that 
a direct rela tionshi p ex.:i..sted between ·0he of t he t Pill1splant al"ld 
the size of the orc;an t hat VJc>. s eventually d i f ferenti a t ed . For ex-
6.mple, t he y ounGer t he trc=msplant. , the SL"1E:ller '.'iD s t he r e sulting or-
gan. The ch ori o-all antoic membrane had c=u1 ex:cellent s ource of food , 
for i t nas very heavily VEscula rized . Theref ore , t h e s 2mll s ize of 
the transplant ;_'fas not due to a deprivation of food . It s hould a lso 
be noted t hc.t there n2.s a period of l ag i n t he gr mith of the t r ans-
pl c:mt s inilar t o that nhich t a kes place vrhen bact eri2. a re t r e.ns p l anted 
to fresh agar . This l ag i r1 grovrth a ffected ce llul a l' division and. n ot 
differentia tion . It aJ..:w e.f fe cted sr:tall cells more than it di d large 
cells . Therefor e , Hoadley concluded th-::.t 11 t yp1ca l development is t he 
r e sult of t;h e usual b al ance be t n een mo:r-p.10genctic (form producinc) 
and his t ogenic (cell different1at:Lng) processes 11 • Fm·thermore , abnOl~-
mal development noulcJ. be a separ a tion of 11morphogcneticll a nd 11 histo-
genic 11 processes . 
Uaddb.gton (1932) and Landau er (1932) p r esented Hore evidence 
to vel~ify t he fact that tho s epar a tion of cell division ;;;.nd differen-
tia tion l ed t o e:Jcpe rirnel!.tal dnariisEl. :Loeb (1892) showed t hc:d:. i t Yia s 
poss i b l e t o hc.\ve nuclear div:!.sion ,·Jithout cell divis i on . He :found 
that 2. condi tion of multinuclear, single-cel led blastoneres. r e sulted 
when sea urchin eggs were treated with hypertonic sea water. Loeb's 
findings were confirmed by Norman (1896), 1Iorgan (1899) , and Driesch 
(1899). However , these investigators obtained the multinucleated, un-
differentiated condition by using magnesium chloride, strych..r1ine, and 
abnormal temperatures, respectively. It should be noted, however, that 
a syncytium is found under normal conditions in the phylum Arthropoda 
in such classes as Hexopoda, Araneida, and Crustacea. 
Lillie (1906) reported another unusual phenomenon that further 
illustrated that developmental processes could be disengaged. He 
placed unfertilized Chaetopterus eggs in sea water containing high con-
centrations of potassium chloride and left them in the water for long 
periods of time . These e ggs proceeded to differentiate in the absence 
of either cell division or nuclear division. He also reported that 
differentiation occurred without cell division vvhen fertilized 
Chaetopterus eggs were exposed to high temperatures. 
Normally, the inductor effects nuclear division, which affects 
cell division and grov~h. The resulting daughter cells are acted upon 
by the inductor so t hat subsequent growth results in differentiation. 
The daughter cells are new ·with respect to time. However, certain 
traits of these cells are old in relation to their predecessors. 
Early cleavage , immediately following fertilization of an egg , is not 
accompanied by cellular differentiation. As cleavage continues and 
new cells that possess old traits are formed, the inductor acts on 
these "aged cells" to evoke differentiation as well as proliferation. 
Thus , the inductor calls forth differentiation only after cells have 
aged to a state of competency. The abnormal treatment by Lillie 
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aged the cells so that they different iated withmt cell division, for 
the condition of the cells a..r1d nuclei was at such a point that they 
were definitely receptive to the inductor, but they were incited to 
dif ferentiate rather than to divide. 
Other experiments illustrate that the developmental processes 
can be separated, and still, the abnormal growth may be physiological-
ly active. Halignant cells, which are undifferentiated and which are 
proliferating rapidly, have been reported by some i nvestigators to be 
functionally stable. It appears that the disrupted in.ductor has not 
completely upset the functional capacity of the cellular mass. 
Graver and Robinson (1932) reported that active lactation was ob-
served in adenor~ of the breast. La~tation was also _observed in 
pieces of the adenoma transplanted into regions not related to the 
breast. Strong and Smith (1936) found that transplanted hepatoma of 
c. B. A. strains of mice continued to secrete bile. They observed 
bright-yellow pignented cells after the hepatoma was transplanted to 
-"=-
regions unrelated to the liver. The fact that cell growth continued 
and differentiation failed probably accounted for the abnormal forma-
tion . However, the disrupted growth process involved only a separa-
tion of mitotic division and histogenesis. The turnor maintained its 
physiological stability. 
Blaclc, Kleiner, and Balker (1949) reported a therapy in human 
malignant neoplasia that may be related to an inductor and a separa-
tion of developmental processes. They inhibited some malignant groi~hs 
by using fluoride, iodoacetate, and malonate, all of which inhibited 
' 
glycolysis. They inhibited tumors in cases of acute leukemia, Hodgkin's 
disease, and l~~hosarcoma. Some responses of a less definitive nature 
were elicited in cancers of the breast, adrenal cortex, eervix, lung, 
stomach, and testis. However, they were unable to treat successfully 
patients vd th carcinoma of the colon, fundus uterus, ovary, pancreas, 
and rectum, and squamous cell cancers of the cheek and pharynx. They 
concluded that certain types of cancer required glycogen for metabolism 
and that growth ceased when the glycolytic mechanism was removed. 
Another explanation of the findings of Black and others (1949) is 
that the inductors, which may be glycogen-like, are inhibited, and in 
those cases where they are not L~hibited, stronger i nhibitors are 
needed. The inhibition of metabolism, which either inhibits the pro-
duction of the inductor or int erferes vdth its action, prevents fur-
t her abnormal grovrth. New conditions of equilibrium are established. 
The process of cell division is no longer separated from the process 
of cell differentiation. 
Altschul and Friesen (1949) reported that the volume of the nu-
clei in tumors was often greater than that which was found in the nor-
mal parent tissue. In fact, an individual tumor cell contained a lar-
ger nuclear mass than did a single normal cell of the host tissue. The 
nuclei increased in both size and number. This could be due to a sepa-
ration of nuclear division from cell division and the subsequent sepa-
ration of proliferation from differentiation. Thus, an abnormal cell 
mass or a malignant growth could be produced in t his case by an in-
crease in nucl ear division ·without differentiation. 
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It may be c:oncluded that tumors from both the adult and the em-
bryo possess certain attributes that would lead one to believe that 
the gro·wth processes are not controlled. In other words, mitotic divi-
sion and histogenesis are separated. In the embryo it is thought that 
a disrupted inductor produc:es the separation that is manifested by an 
abnormality. In the adult there is good presumptive evidence that a 
slinilar situation prevails. 
Studies have been made of the growth of tumors, the relationship 
of such growth to the embryo, and the separation of developmental 
processes in the embryo. Briggs and Berrill (19L~l) reported that the 
ectodermal papillomas produced by delayed fertilization of Rana pip;ens 
eggs were not transplantable. The papillomas were grafted into the 
anterior eye chruWJer and into various subcutaneous sites of embryos 
in the tail bud stage, the cell growth rate of which was normal. They 
stated that the growth rate of the tumor was normal but that the rate 
of growth of the original host had been retarded. Therefore, they con-
cluded that a transplant became incorporated into the normal ectoderm 
of the new· host after it was transplanted, for both the tumor and the 
new host had the same growth rate. In Rana palustris they noted that 
there was an occasional development of papilloma in the host tissue in 
some cases of homotransplantation and heterotransplantation. 
The transplants reverted back to normal under the apparent ability 
of the host to regulate the factor that brought about the proliferation 
without any apparent differentiation. In those few cases in which 
Briggs and Berrill (1941) noted the appearance of papillomas, the host 
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either failed to regulate the grmvth of the papillomas, or the trans-
plant itself may have contained a large amount of the inductor in a 
disrupted state. Thus, the inductor evoked grovrths in the host. 
Metabolic changes may have caused a separation of the grovtth rates in 
various parts of the embryo and thus resulted in a hi gh degree of cell 
division ~nd a lack of histogenesis. 
As noted earlier in this thesis, regeneration is an adult grmvth 
process. It is probable that regeneration is governed by residual 
embryonic inductors. Dedifferentiation occurs in the regenerative 
process. Dedifferentiation is a regression of cell type to a lo1-ver 
state. Huxley (1921) stated that the cells, in their dedifferentiated 
condition, closely resembled embryonic cells , since both cell types 
were undifferentiated. Furthermore, another similarity was sho1m be-
tween dedifferentiated cells and embryonic cells by the results of 
transplantation experiments, for both dedifferentiated and embryonic 
cells exhibited totipotency ·when transplanted. Before gastrulation, 
cells of the amphibian egg exhibited totipotency when transpl anted i n-
to any region of the blastula. Transplanted dedifferentiated cells 
from regenerating amphibian limb, likewise demonstrated totipotency 
when transplanted into the amphibian gastrula. 
It is possible to separate the developmental processes in regene-
ration, for dedifferentiation can be separated from degrowth (reduc-
tion in cell size). Wilson and Penny (1930) demonstrated that dedif-
ferentiation existed without degrowth. The morphology of a sponge was 
disrupted by passing it through a sieve of gauze. The sponge was made 
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to dedifferentiate by this process , and yet the cell size of the re-
maining cells was not reduced. I n tumors, a con~)arable situation ex-
isted, in that there was no degrowth . However, dedifferentiation 
took place. In other words, there vras a cellular proliferation into 
an unorganized mas s , since a growth of undifferentiated cells resulted. 
The fact that dedifferentiation can eYD.st , separated from cell 
degrovrth, cannot be doubted. However, this fact was demonstrated in 
an animal of low evolutionary sil?].1.ificance and under unusual experimen-
tal conditions. It is possible that a separation of these two 
processes , ~~thout the necessary inductor to cause differentiation, 
may lead to a growth of undifferentiated cells . Thus, the separation 
or escape of certain cells from the influence of the inductor, in de-
velopmental and regenerative processes, may alffiost certainly result 
in abnormalities . 
Teratoma and Its Relation to Induction 
A teratoma may be defined as an abnormal gr~vth that contains 
more than one cell type and that is related to more than one of the 
three embryonic germ layers. Teratornas are comrnonly found in the 
embryo. They are also found in the adult. Hany investigators believe 
that they are produced by a disruption of the inductor within the 
embryo or the adult. Therefore, a study of teratomas may help to demr 
onstrate a possible relationship between neoplasia and induction. 
A teratoma has little organization. It has w.any tissue parts, 
but they are not organized into a distinct entity. A teratoma exhi-
bits cellular proliferation of several cell types, but it does not 
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ey~ibit differentiation or organized gro~~h . Therefore, a teratoma 
demonstrates characteristics, which may be caused by a disrupted in-
ductor within the organism. 
Teratomas generally originate from gonadal tissue. However, they 
have been shown to originate from other regions. Barron (1916) repor-
ted a case of terator!la of the brain which involved striated muscle 
cells and goblet cells. Pusch and Nelson (1935) described a congeni-
tal teratoma of the thyroid gland that contained components of all 
three germ layers. Geschickter (1935) described a teratoma of the 
suprarenals which likewise involved several germ layers. Needham 
(1936) compared teratoma to the chaotic condition produced when an in-
duction field was upset at some point and the inductor substance 
failed to exert an influence. 
Falin (1940) believed that necrohormones and trephones were lib-
erated durin g cellular destruction at the site of experi mentally pro-
duced teratoma of the rooster testis. These substances acted as the 
inductor, or liberated the inductor, which then acted on pluripoten-
tial testicular gonocytes to produce the teratoma. Falin noted that a 
pluripotential tumor anlage, capable of cellular grm~h and differen-
tiation, had to be present in the adult testis to produce a teratoma. 
Falin (1940) accounted for experimental and sponta~eous teratoroa 
of the testis and teratoma of other regions . Teratoma could develop 
from the primary genital cells or gonocytes. Gonocytes appeared in 
the chick embryo at a very early stage of development, before the 
formation of anlagen in the genital glands . The gonocytes were first 
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concentrated in. the region of the gerwinal crescent . Fron this loca-
tion they spr ead throughout the eEtbr yo a nd fil1ally en'cered the testis 
anl age . Fa lin assertec1 tha t it ' ·Ji1S likely that som.e of t hese gono-
cytes f ailed to reach their des·::.ination a nd stopped else~.-rhere . The 
gonoc;ytes formed genital cells, and i t 1'·!as their presence i n the tes-
tis of the adult that gave rise to b oth experimental o.nd spontaneous 
teratomas . 
'rhus , t his theory e:;q;la ined t he p resence of ph.ITip otentic:.l tumor 
anl agen i n the testis . This theor y also a ccounted for the predomi-
nance of teratorr.a testis and the p roduction of teratom2. i n othe r re-
gion s . The fact that only ten or eleven percent of the roos 'c,e rs i n-
jected -r1ith a sol ution of zinc sulphate developed ter2.tornas , led 
Falin to the further conclusion .that gonocyte s pel~ish ·pith a .;e .. 
If Falin's theory of the Ol'igin of pluripotential cells is cor-
rect, the .:tppearance of teratoma i n r e gio~1s other than the testis ce.n 
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be explained. 'l'he inductor of the adult coul d a ct on these pluri~Joten- I 
tia l cells to produce the teratoma . Eov·rever , the i nductor does not 
re gulate the growth of these mul tipotential cells completely , for a 
completel y Ol~~anized embryo does not result . 
There is another theory that bas been p roposed to expl a i n t h e 
origin of tera toma of the testis . Parthenogenesis has been used by 
nany i nvestigators to expl ain the phenomenon of teratoma of the gonads . 
This theor y of partheno ~e!lesis has arisen from the experiment a l work 
of Loeb (1899). He dem.onstrated that the sea urchin e ggs exhibited 
nuclea r division vii thout se c;mentation of the protOJ.J lasn n hen t h ese 
II 
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eggs were treated with sea water to which certain salts had been added. 
No fertilization was necessary. He suggested that even mammalian eggs 
might develop parthenogenetically if the concentration of certain ions 
in the blood were to be altered. 
lllichalowsky (1932) stated that teratoma was due to parthenogeni-
city of both the egg and sperm. Teratomas developed when either 
oocytes or spermatocytes began to cleave and form grovvths. Edwards and 
Hawkins (1941) also stated that teratomamight result from a spon-
taneous development of ova or sper.m. As evidence, they cited the fact 
that the gonads were the most common location for twnors of a teratoid 
nature. 
Edwards and Hawkins (19hl) offered another possible explanation 
for teratoid tumors. They asserted that a teratoma might be formed in 
t he adult as a result of a residual embryonic blastomere that had been 
isolated in the embryo, was transmitted into the body of the adult, 
and there developed into a teratoma of the adult. Segregation of such 
a relatively ru1differentiated cell or cell g~oup, temporarily inhibited 
in development, would have the necessary potentialities (ability to 
yield three germ layers and many cell types) to form a teratoma, once 
the blastomere becarne reactivated by an inductor substance. liarchand 
(1897), Schwalbe (1907), and Greil (1924) likewise agreed that the in-
clusion of isolated blastomeres, when stimulated to grow, could exhi-
bit various degrees of differentiation manifested by equal conjoined 
twins, or irregular conjoined twins, or teratoHas. 
Falin (1940) stated that there was no evidence for the· partheno-
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genetic theory of the origin of teratoma. It is rather difficult to 
conceive of oocytes undergoing cleavage in vivo without stimulation. 
It is even more difficult to concede that spernmtocytes can develop 
parthenogenetically. Furthermore, the presence of teratomas in re-
gions other than the gonads cannot be explained satisfactorily by the 
parthenogenetic theory. 
Two types of cells have the capacity to form teratomas . They 
are n~ture ova and t otipotent cells that remain in various sites in 
the body of the adult. Mature ova are specialized cells and, under 
proper stimulation, they can ru1dergo proliferation and differentiation 
to ·form an embryo. Immature ova lack these capacities and cannot de-
velop when they are stimulated. Sperm cells are not capable of de-
veloping into an embryo when stimulated. Therefore, it does not seem 
very likely that parthenogenetic cleavage of sperm cells could produce 
a teratoma in the testis. Therefore , since only mature ova are capa-
ble of developing <.mder either normal or parthenogenetic stimulati on, 
it does not seem likely that the theory of parthenogenecity can ex-
plain teratoma in any site other than the ovary. 
It is mo re likely that inductors within the adult or embryo act 
upon pluripotential cells in the adult or embryonic body and thus 
start a growth. The growth that is produced is not a complete animal 
but rather a w.ass that results from an attempt by the host to produce 
another embryo . The end product resembles a tumor, since it s hows a 
proliferation, but it does not differentiate into any distinct form. 
It is probable that the inductor w.ay be disrupted or that it is not as 
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potent in the adult condition as it is in the embryo. Therefore, a 
teratoma results. However, there is a possibility t hat t he pluri-
potential cell is not in the same physiologic~l state as embryonic 
tissue and hence, a teratoma results. Moreover, if the inductor is 
not disrupted, and t he pluripotential cell is competent, there is a 
possibility that a second embryo could result in a host embryo or in 
an adult form. Restrictions imposed upon pluripotential cells by 
either the embryor:tic body or the adult body would interfere with 
growth, and teratomas would r esult. 
Falin (1940) suggested a possible origin for pluripotential 
cells. There are other evidences that indicate that cells capable of 
furt her growth are present in the adult. Such unspecialized cells ex-
ist in most invertebrates and vertebrates. The mesenchymal cells of 
Porifera and Coelenterata, for example, are unspecialized cells. The 
fibroblasts and mesenchyme cells of vertebrate connective tissues are 
other examples of pluripotential cells. (This has been shovm by tis-
sue culture experiments). Pluripotential cells are responsible for 
regenerative capacity. The degree of regenerative capacity depends 
upon the degree of dispersion of these unspecialized cells as well as 
upon the ability of the inductor to act upon the totipotent cells. Un-
specialized cells are found throughout most vertebrate tissues. His-
tological examination reveals this fact. 
Under certain circumstances pluripotential cells are capable of 
not only regenerative development, as in certain amphibians, but they 
are also capable of total development, as in tunicates. Thus, since 
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pluripotential cells are present, and since they have further develop-
mental capacities, the inductor that is probably present may act upon 
these cells to produce a teratoma. 
Although the possibility that teratomas may result from partheno-
genesis of oogonia cannot be excluded, the occurrence of teratomas in 
other regions, as well as in the gonads, can also be explained by the 
presence of pluripotential cells and inductors. 
There is another possible origin for teratomas. Edwards and 
Hawkins (1941) stated that certain blastomeres or erooryonic cells may 
remain in the adult and then develop at a later time. Since every 
cell of the embryo is thought to contain the inductor, the residual 
embryonic cells may also contain the inductor. These embryonic cells 
develop in the host as rn1differentiated cells. It is probable that 
they are under the control or regulation of the host inductor. Since 
these cells have a latent developmental capacity, they may develop at 
any time if they escape from the control of the host. In these cells, 
the inductor, which is wasked by the host inductor, may exert an in-
fluence on cell control when it is freed from the host control. The 
embryonic cells may proliferate and differentiate, and they may form 
a tumor or teratoma, for the inductor w~thin these cells may well be 
disrupted or altered by an ageing process within the host. 
Briggs (1941) demonstrated that teratomas developed in Rana 
pipiens eggs follo>dng delayed fertilization. He reported that par-
tial twinning, secondary embryos., and accessory appendages fonned in 
as many as twenty percent of the fertilized overripe eggs . He also 
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asserted that these teratomas were formed as a result of the disrup-
tion of the inductor within the egg and that they were produced by the 
process of delayed fertilization. Thus, there v~s a definite possi-
bility that a disruption of the inductor could produce teratomas . 
The teratomas may or ro~y not be cm~idered as tumors. Briggs 
(1941) reported another observation on those embryos that s howed par-
- -
tial twirming, secondary embryos, and accessory appendages. These em-
bryos did not possess tumor-like grovrths. However, partial t ·winning, 
secondary embryos, and accessory appendages may be teratomas. Since 
a teratoma is a type of tumor, the appearance of the abnormalities 
such as partial t vrinning, roay demonstrate a tumor formation. Thus , 
different types of tu~ors are produced on embryos by the experimental 
disruption of embryonic inductors. J ackson and Brues (19L.l) stated 
that a gro·wth that involved more than one cell t ype v.ras a tumor . They 
also stated that , in all probability, tumors were produced by a dis-
ruption of the inductor . They further stated that a tumor of the 
ovary of a mouse assumed biochemical characteristics, such as high 
glycolysis. These characteristics were common to most true tumors. 
Thus, experimental studies of teratomas indicate that a relation-
s hi p may exist between induction and neoplasia. 
THE RELA'i'IONSHIP AND IIJI'ERREIATI OlilSH I P OF CARC I IJOGENS, 
HORMOI-JI!.:S , i-uiD I NDUCTORS 
There is a definit e relationship between the inductor , certain 
carcino gens, and estrogens. All three produce growth . The inductor 
no~~lly produces cellular division and di fferentiation. Carcinogens 
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promote abnormal oell division.and histogensis . Estrogens cause pe-
riodic changes in certain tissues and stj_rnulate the hypertrophy and 
differentiation of such tissues . There is a sim:i..la1·:i..ty between the 
mechanisms by means of which these three substances act . Also, the 
chemical structures of certain ones of these substa~ces are similar • 
..A.nd , like·wise, the dosages of these substances required to produce 
their effects are similar. 
As noted. earlier in this thesis, rrany diverse a gents may b e 
capable of causing a normal indu ction i n embryonic tissue . Likewise, 
one of the complexities of neoplasia is the large nunilier of diverse 
agents that is capable of producing abnorma l cell gro·wth. Radium, x-
ray , ultra- violet li~1t, polycyclic hydrocarbons, sex hormones, ar-
senic, viruses, and tumor extra cts are some of the substances that 
have been u sed to produce neoplasia. Since these substances produce 
the same effect, they can all act the s ame way, or they can a ct in-
dependently and have the same result . Perhaps these various a gents 
disrupt the inductor, allow certain c ells to escape from the induc-
tion field, and thus result in an abnormality.. There is also the 
possibility that the various agents used t o produce neoplasia act di-
rectly on the cells, alter them in some rr.anner (through the chromo-
somes), and hence produce neoplastic grovrth . This thesis is con-
cerned with the mode of action of carcinogenic and estrogenic agents 
on the inductor, and the effects which these agents may have on the 
inductor . 
1(addington (1938) reported that certain carcinogens and estro-
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tens :Ln a lbur.lin suspens i on exhi bited induc tora l ]JO"·Jer '·:hen t hey ;::ere 'I 
i mpl an t ed into the b JB. stocoel of T1' iton p.lpestris gastru l ae . Con- I 
I 
trols of a lbu:.rin susp ension showed no i nduction . T~1e1'efore, he con-
eluded t ha t t he i nduct ion b,y synt l1.e tic ca rcinof;enic s ubsta nces !:'.a~r be 
due to t he :i.lnpl at1 t ed subst::.~nc es thems elves, for . they rw.y have been 
s:Lr,li.lar t o t he i nduct Ol' , or they rna~' hav e lib e r a t ed the natur a l i ndue-
t or, i n a di s rupted form, by injm'in g t he cells of the gastrula e . 
The r ela tionsh i p b et we e!1 cer t a i n hor rtlones ::.mel certain Cclrc i_ ogens 
can be demonstra t ed . I t is of s i gnifi cance that so.m.e hormones , d .u ch 
rq~ulate certain physiolot;ice.l p rocess es, ca n be conver ted chemically 
i nt o ca rcinogens . Assu.nLl1.£s that -iJadd:i.n gt on (1938) :i.s correct., t h en 
·C.he c onver t e d hor iJlones , a ct i ng a s ca rcL.'logens, r:1.2.y i nduce Ltal:i. ~nru.1cy . 
Corticoster one , one of the horn ones secreted b.;,.- the adrenal cor-
tex:, c.md progesterone , t h e hormone t hat governs t he secretory pha se 
of t he Elenstrue.l cycle of t h e hwm.n fema l e , have c-.. very s i mila r che n-1-
ica.l str ucture . It :i.s possib l e that they ca n be a l te r ed cherJ.ically 
a.nd t. he. t t hey ca n be inter chc.nged . Nee dham (19h2) s tC!,ted that i f the 
sid e cha i n of proge s terone n el'e to be cut dovn , testosterone woul d b e 
ob t a i:1ed . Furthe r a r om.a t iza t i on would yield oeste r one and , i f r ing II 
a l so wer e to b e a ro1nntized , equilenin ;;oul d b e p rodu ced. Aro.roatiza-
t i on of e tluileni n would l ead t o the f orrr.at i on of 2. ca :ccin ogenic sub-
stance, methylcholanthrene. Thus , it nas s iwrm t hat i t is possible 
to pass frOEl a hor a one to a ca r·cin ogen by f i rst ;~oins through c:. sex 
hormone sta ge . 
Cook , Dodds, Henett , C...i.1d La1·rson (1934) d emonstrated t ha t t here 
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vras some relationship between the stimulus for cancer production and 
the stimuli of the sexual cycle. They injected approximately one 
tenth of a gram of 5:6-cyclo pento - 1:2 benzanthracene into some rats 
of the 'Wistar stock and one tenth of a gram of 1:2 benzpyrene into 
other rats of the same stock. (One hundred milligrams of each sub-
stance were dissolved in three cubic centimeters of sesame oil. One 
cubic centimeter . of solution was injected on each of three successive 
mornings in different parts of the animal's body) . They found that 
5: 6-cyclo pento - 1:2 benzanthracene and 1:2 benzpyrene wel"e estro-
genic. Barry, Cook, Haslewood, Hewett, Rieger and Kennaway (1935) 
found that these substances were carcinogenic. The difference in ef-
fect reported by these tv··ro groups of experimenters may be attributed 
to the different dosages that they used. Cook and others (1934) also 
found that 9:10-dihydroxy-9:10-di-n-butyl-9:10 dihydro-1:2:5:6-oiben-
zanthracene and 1:9-dimethyl-phenanthrene were estrogenic. Haddingt oru 
and Needham (1935) reported that these substances evoked an induction. 
Cook and others (1934) further stated that chrysene and 1:2:5:6:-d.i-
benzanthracene did not produce estrogenic, carcinogenic, or inductoral 
effects at the dosage used. They concluded that there was a whole 
group of substances that varied greatly in structure and that could 
produce estrogenic effects. 
Waddington and Needham (1935) tested various synthetic polycy-
c.lic hydrocarbons by implanting them into the cavities of young am-
phibian gastrulae. The test substances were implanted after they had 
been emulsified and coagulated into small pieces by m.i::dng them 1-vith 
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egg albumen. The concentration of the substances used vms about two 
milligrams per cubic centimeter. They reported that induction could 
be accomplished by the use of 1:9-dimethylphenanthrene, 9:10-dihydroxy-
9:10-di-n-butyl-9:10 dihydro-1:2:5:6-dibenzanthracene, and 1:2:5:6- · 
dibenzanthracene. The evidence of induction was clear when the first 
t wo substances were used. However, induction was not definitely shovm 
for 1:2:5:6-dibenzanthracene, since t his substance produced only one 
neural tube induction in Discoglo;ssu.s and only minor effects in newt 
. embr yos. Certain synthetic hydrocarbons of the phenanthrene group 
possessed a capacity to induce. The first of the substances used was 
known t o be estrogenic and the t hird substance was known to be carcin-
ogenic. There probably was a group of phenanthrene substances which 
could act as inductors, some of wh ich were estrogenic, while others 
were carcinogenic. 
Barry , Cook, Haslewood, Hewett, Hieger, and Kenna-way (1935) used 
many of t he compounds which had been used by Wa dcLi.ngton and Needha rn 
(1935) and Cook, Dodds, Hewett, and Lawson (1934), but they reported 
different results. Barry and others (193 5) tested the carcL~ogenic 
activity of various substances by appl ying them, in solutions of ben-
zene, to t he interscapular region of mice twice daily . (Three-tenths 
of a gram of substance was dissolved in one hundred cubic cent imet ers 
of benzene) . Tests for cancer production were performed with polycy-
clic aromatic hydrocarbons or closely related compounds (tetracyclic 
or pentacyclic compounds). They reported t hat the active compounds 
were derivatives of 1: 2 benzanthracene. The t vro deriva tives of 1:2 
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benzanthracene that had considerabl e cancer-produci ng power were 1:2-
benzpyrene, a co~Jound isolated from coal tar pitch, and methyl cholan-
threne, a compoQ~d derived from the desoxycholic acid of bile. 
Since the three groups of investigators mentioned above used the 
same chemical substances in certain experiments , and since they ob-
tained different results, there must be some factor that was not sim-
ilar to the three groups. The dosages used by the different investi-
gators varied. At a given concentration a substance induced. At 
another concentration it acted as a carcinogen. At still another con-
centration it had the effect of an estrogen. Consequently , a varia-
tion in dosage produced diverse ,results. 
The inter relationsb.ips that e::dst between the actions of the 
compounds tested are not due to any chemical similarities bet·ween them 
but rather to the mode of action that they all exert on the target 
areas that they stimulate . At different concentrations the substances 
can induce, cause malignancy, or produce estrous. In induction t here 
is a controlled liberation of substance that produces normal g ro·wth. 
In malignancy an induction is produced, but the substance released is 
probably not tl1e same as that which is released under normal grovrth, 
and the altered substance evokes a proliferation but not a differen-
tiation. "Jhen chemical substances produce estrogenic effects, such as 
take place in the growth of the vagina, uterus, ovary, and other 
secondary sex structures, there is a need for controlled ~rovrth after 
·chese organs are stinru.lated by hormones or synthetic hormones in order 
to start a proliferation. The proliferation, which is evoked in this 
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manner, must be regulated, or there will be a tendency for a malig-
nancy to develop . 
The investigators mentioned above have shown further that not 
only do 1:2:5:6-dibenzanthracene, 5:6-cyclopenteno-1:2-benzanthracene, 
chrysene, methylcholanthrene, and 1:2-benzpyrene have different ef-
fects (inductor, carcinogenic , or estrogenic) depending upon the dosage, 
but they even have different effects v'lith the same dosage. They pro-
bably have different abilities to liberate the inductor, assuming of 
course that the target area is always the same. 
From the work cited above, a possible relationship may be assumed 
between the inductor, certain carcino gens, and certain sex hormones. 
The work of Lathrop and Loeb (1916) indicated that there w~s good ex-
peri~ental evidence for this assumption. They castrated female mice 
(strains of English Sable, English ~uce, and English 101) that were 
less than six months old and reported that there was a marked decrease 
in the incidence of cancer in the mammary glands of these animals. 
However, cancer vas not prevented. These castrated fernale mice de-
veloped cancer at a~ older age than did non-castrated mice. Ca stration 
of those mice that were older than six months did not affect the can-
cer incidence. Lathrop ~1d Loeb stated that the corpus luteum in-
fluenced the development of cancer in the mannnary glands. 
Castration of female mice removes the source of t he estrogen 
hormone. Since estrogens can be converted into carcinogens, a possible 
carcinogenic agent is removed. The a gent that induces the mannnary 
glands to proliferate and differentiate is also removed. Since the 
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incidence of cancer is decreased, the agent that may alter the induc-
tor may be removed by castration. The incidence of proliferation 
-vd thout differentiation in the mammary glands is thereby reduced. 
There is also the possibility that if the inductor is sterol-like, the 
estrogens, vhich are also sterol-like, may stinn.1late the neoplastic: 
gro·wth directly. Since it is probable that the estrogens are not ex-
actly like the natural inductor, they may promote an abnormal growth . 
The results of the experimental work of Lathrop and Loeb (1916) defi-
nitely increase the possibility of a relationship between the induc-
tor, estrogens, and carcinogens. 
Cori (1927) reported results that further confirmed the above 
theory of interrelationship. He reported that castration of female 
mice (strain 3 of the State Institute for the Study of 1~lignant 
Disease, Buffalo) between fifteen and tv;enty- two days old entirely 
prevented the occurrence of spontaneous adenocarcinoma of the breast. 
Non-breeding control mice of the same strain, which were not castrat-
ed, showed a tumor incidence of seventy-nine percent. Castration of 
mice that were bet'TtTeen two and six months old led to a marked reduction 
in the tumor incidence, but it did not prevent the occurrence of mBJ~ 
mary tu.rnors. He concluded that the spontaneous mammary carcinoma of 
these mice was due to an hereditary disposition. This disposition re-
mained latent in the absence of ovarian function, but cancer became 
manifest when a certain amount of ovarian hormone, an amount corres-
ponding to five to thirty estrous cycles, had acted on the breast tis-
sue. 
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Lac:a.ssagne (1936a) reported that certain estrogenic substances 
·were carcinogenic. He also reported that certain carcinogenic hydro-
carbons were estrogenic. He stated that estrone, equiline, and 
equilinine produced modifications in the mammary glands, uterus, pros-
tate, and hypophysis after continued injection of these substances in-
to rnice. Cancer appeared soon after the injection of estrone, but it 
did not appear as rapidly after the injection of equiline or equili-
nine . It is of significance that the more closely the estrogen re-
sembled a sterol, the greater was its ability to produce a neoplastic 
growth. A similarity to a sterol-like inductor is indicated. 
Suntzeff, Burns, l1Ioskop, and Loeb (1936) reported that it was 
possible to increase the incidence of mammary cancer in mice by long 
continued injections of estrin. The effects varied ·with the heredi-
tary tendency of a given strain to develop cancer, and the effects 
a lso varied with the dosage. They further demonstrated that cancer of 
the r~ry glands could also be produced in male mice of high- tumor 
strains. They produced tumors in such males almost as readily as in 
non-breeding females of the same strain. The hormone , which was sim-
ilar to the sterol-like inductor, evoked a cellular proliferation 
without any differentiation. Thus, the hormone, if it acted a s an 
inductor , could not evoke the same response as the natural inductor. 
The hoYmone may have acted on the inductor and altered it. Certain 
cells were able to escape from the control of the altered or disrup-
ted inductor. These cells that escaped developed into a malignant 
grovrth . The hormone definitely acted as a carcinogen. The possi-
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bility that hormones are etiological agents in cancer production should 
not be overlooked . The hormones may act directly or indirectly to pro-
duce their effects. 
Allen (1942) reported that long continued treatment of experimen-
tal anirnals with high doses of estrogenic hormone was followed by the 
appearance of tumors and cancers in these animals. Genital organs 
were involved primarily, but non-genital tissues were also influenced. 
Therefore, he concluded that endocrine secretions appeared as impor-
tant factors in the genesis of some at,Ypical grovrt hs. 
Ylitschi (1933) showed that there might be some relationship be-
tween inductors, carcinogenic hydrocarbons, and steroid compounds. In 
his work with overripe eggs of frogs, he obtained abnormal sex- r atios 
and sex-determining mechanisms as ':·'rell as monsters and I!l.alignant 
grovvths. Thus, the l.i.beration or production of the inductor vvas dis-
turbed. Since sex hormones have a sterol structure, and since the nat-
ural inductor may have a structure that belongs to the sterol group , 
and, moreover, since certain carcinogenic agents have a related ring 
structure, the results obtai.ned by 1/iii tschi may be interpreted to mean 
that a disturbance of steroid metabolism or a possible disruption of 
the sterol-like inductor took place . Since the sterol metabolism was 
disrupted in the overripe egg, there was a disruption of the sex-ratio . 
The inductor that wa.s released was not normal, and there was a malig-
nant cell-growth tendency. 
Falin (1940), vrh o reported that teratoma of the rooster testis 
could be produced by solutions of zinc sulphate, also observed that 
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the evocation of teratoma occurred only in the Spring of the year. It 
was possible to correlate neoplasia 11Jith induction and s ex hormones by 
Falin 1 s observation. There was little. success in obtaining an induc-
tion with the male sex hormone andosterone. Hovrever, the work of 
Falin did not preclude this possibility. Andosterone was present in 
very hi@l concentration during the Spring, and since this was the only 
period of the year during which xeratomas were evoked, the male sex 
hormone may have ftUlctioned to produce the teratonms. The solution of 
zinc sulphate produced necrosis of testicular tissue. The dead cells 
may have released andosterone that, in turn, stimulated teratoma forma-
tion directly, or the liberated ru1dosterone evoked the release of the 
inductor, in a disrupted form, that resulted in the formation of a 
teratoma. Therefore, there was good presumptive evidence that a sex 
hormone acted as a carcinogen and produced a tmnor. The inductor may 
or may not have been activated by the process. 
Lacassagne (l936b) stated that the cancer problem v.ras concerned 
vdth the liberation of one cell from a group of cells. He asserted 
that there were two possible ways in whi ch this liberation could be 
accomplished, 1) b,y the loss of something that henceforth rendered the 
cell in.capable of obeying the regulatory processes of proliferation 
and differentiation, and 2) by the acquisition of something acting as 
a permanent stimulant. Thus, by so stating the problem, he became 
concerned ·with those products that altered cell division . Such pro-
ducts came either from within the cell or from outside the cell . Such 
exogenous f actors as parasites, viruses, radiation , and amino acids 
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prov oked the appe2.rance of many mtoses a nd cell s;ranths . The en-
cl ogenous substances ~-,,ere produce d b,y the orcanism and controlled 
gro"Ti:.h . La cassagne considered the foll owi ng endogenous substances 
a s ·i:,he a :;ents that altered cell division: 1) t hose substances t he.t 
pl0 0!~1ot.ec1 \'tound hea ling , 2) t he inductors t f1at r e c,ulated cell c1 i vision 
and di f ferentia tion , and 3) t he sex hor mones thc:c re~:ulated ;:;;rmvt h of 
c ertain c ells . 
The exogenous and endogenous subst<:~nc es mentioned by La c as s agne 
(l936b) r:tay liber ate the indu ct or . The libero.ted inductor ::1ay n ot b e 
norna.l. An abnor 1ile.l induct o1o , liberated b~,r a ca rcinogen or a.n estro-
g en., could evoke abnorr:.1al cell g rowt h . A neopl astic growth c oul d re-
s ult . 
The ch enri.ca l s ubstance 1 : 2 : 5: 6-dibenze.nthr a.cene an.d r e1ated com-
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p ounds were utilized by certa i n i.rwes t i gators mentioned above , since 1 
these comp ounds Here rep orted to have estrogeni c, ca r cinogenic, and 
i nductor a l effec t s . The dosazes used to obtai n these d1verse resu lts 
v a r ied i n t he case of ea ch effect r eported . I t c a.nnot be a ssu.rned that 
estrogens , carcinoE;ens, and the inductor a re a lil' e ch er_ri.c e.lly . Hov-r-
ever , t h el' e is strong pr e sumptive evidence tha t t he subst r,:1ces that 
c ontrol c:ro~·Jth a rc l0 e l ated fun ctionally . There is a lso s tro::1,?; evi-
dence to i ndicate that estrogens can b e tl'ansformed i nto carci nogens . 
Carcin ozens produ c ed i n th1s onan.ner can pror:10t e abnol~:~lc'..l ;.,;rowt~1 or a ct 
on t he induc tor pr e sent, dis rupti n g it and then producirrg e.n abnorr,la]_ 
Th e .::Cl G> incidence of uterine cancer may be r elated to t he 
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constant changes in growth that take place in this structure and to 
the high concentration of estrogens. It is possible that the estrogens 
that are present in the uterus become carcinogens. The carcinogens 
could disrupt cell growth by disrupting the inductor. Thus, tumors 
would be produced. 
At present the following e.onclusions may be drawn concerning the 
relationship and int errelationship of carcinogens, estrogens, and the 
inductor: 
(1) Certain carcinogens may evoke induction in the embryo. 
(2) Certain estrogens may evoke induction in the embryo. 
(3) Certain carcinogens have estrogenic effects. 
(4) Certain estrogens have carcinogenic effects. 
A more thorough understanding of the relationship and interrelationship 
of the inductor, sex hormones, and carcinogens may prove helpful in un-
derstanding how neoplasia originates. 
A CONCEPT FOR THE EXPI.Jl.HATION OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NEOPLASIA 
AND I NDUCTION 
A concept that is applied in the field of endocrinology may be ap-
plied to the problem of neoplasia and induction. This concept may be 
called the target area concept. In endocrinology the target area is 
an area or an organ that is stimulated by ru1 endocrine principle. The 
state of the target area must be till{en into account when an endocrine 
secretion is applied to the area. If the physiological state of the 
target area is constantly changing, then the same endocrine principle 
can produce a different result, depending upon the state of the target 
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area at the time that the endocrine principle is applied. Hany diverse 
results can be obtained with the same endocrine principle and the same 
target area at different times. 
In discussing the possible relationship between neoplasia and in-
duetion, it is also essential to consider the state of the recipient 
cells. The normal inductor acting upon cells that are changing con-
tinually in physiological state could produce different results. Thus, 
the same dosage of a polycyclic hydrocarbon may produce inductoral; es-
trogenic, or carcinogenic effects depending upon the state of the tar-
get area . 
Teratoma in the adult may be produced by physiological alteration 
of the pluripotential cells. NormE-lly the pluripotential cells may be 
unaffected by the inductor. However, it may be that these cells 
(rather than the inductor) become altered and develop into teratomas 
after they are stimulated by the normal inductor. The process of age-
ing could affect pluri potential cells within the adult . They could re-
main in an inhibited state, that is, in a state that is not receptive 
to the inductor. However, under the stimulation of certain chemicals 
or endogenic substances the inhibition could be removed from the plu-
ripotential cells. These aged cells would then be stimlated by the 
normal inductor and produce tumors t hat resemble unorganized embryos . 
Carcinogens could alter cellular stability without upsetting the 
inductor . The disrupted cells would not react to inductoral stimula-
tion as normal cells react. The injured cells would produce a neo-
plasm under the stimulation of the natural inductor. Carcinogens, as 
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n ell ·as other substances t:!at. i njur e cells or alt er cel l ul a r constitu-
tion , could chanc;e tb.e ta r gat area , and t his area could become t LJn orous 
if it nere stimulated by normal inductor. 
The target-:area cone elJt can al so be i:cpplied to n.on- regene r a ting 
ani mals . The cells of such ani mals may have b een a l te red so t ha t they 
a re not r e ceptive to t he inductor, even though the inductor rnay be 
p r esent in these ani m.a.ls . However, t he inductor cannot sti.Im.l.late the 
c ells " resent in. t hese ani mals , for these cells D.l.D.y have been altered 
t o s uch nn extent t hat they c a.nnot be affe cted b~r the i nductor . r ovJ-
ever, as shorm earlier in t hi s t hesis , a stron£S s alt solution, if 
present i n a regeneratinc; area , ~vill evoke r e e;eneration i n frogs t he.t 
norr:Jall J7 do not regenerate in t he absence of a s c:.lt solution . The 
salt solution ntay a l ter the physiolo gical state of the target cells i n 
the re generating area , cLnd t hen the nol~mal il1ductor r.1.ay evoke r e s enera-
tion in t hese celJ_s . 
Ryan ( 19LJ.l) stated tha t different time-tem~Jeratm·e relationsh ips 
a.c cOiLf;ani ed cleava ge . He asserted that diffe l~e~IG i ndu ctors -,_vcre re-
s p onsible for the c:if'fer ences in temperature t hat a ce on~; <: nied the ea rly 
stages of cleavage . Ee a.lso stated tha t , i n late r sta c;es of cleavas;e 
a nd in Ol'[:;<ln differ entiation , the sallle indu ctor !ilEl.Jl b e responsrJle fo1~ 
differ ent tenr;Jel~atures . It -r-ms n o·i; ne cessary 'G o s peculate on t he p os-
sibili t y of rrta.n._v i nductors being p1·ese11t . The s an e inductor s t i mula-
ti:J.~~ altered bl a stomeres could prodnce di fferent tine-teu:pel~a.-c u~e r e-
suh~ s . The stat e of the blastos:1er es chan:~es constantl y during 
cleava c;e . These chan:;ed bl 2.ston eres c oul d r esp ond c1i ffel~eDtly to t he 
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s ane inductor . 11 
Hall (1942) reported t ha t lithium chloride ;Jroduced. exoce.strula- 11 
·(,ion in amphi bian e~gs that v.re r e e:q)osed to t .. his s a lt . He sta.ted that / 
the exogastrul a tion 1~ es1.1lted i n the formation of differen~i2. ted or-
gans in the evaginated entomesodermal J1lc1.S S but n ot i n the reuaining 
ectodermal regions . These results may b e t ake:1 a s e vidence t hat t he 1
1 
inductor roJas necessar y f or neu r c:>l ili1cl ot her ect ocler tLU:tl di fferentia- I 
tion . The t ar get re 2;ion , i :1 t his case t h e ectodern , L1RY be so a l -
tered b;y t he sa lt solu t i on tha t the i nduc tor is n ot effe ct i ve i n i t s 
a ction. Ther efore , i t may be concluded f1•om the results of t his ex:-
periEtent, and from the resnlts of other experiment s c:i..ted ea:::.~ lier in 
t hls thesis , that the c~ualit;l of the i ndu ctor , a s ~rell as the '::{t.:ta lity 
and ,·"mw.tity of the receptive or target a rea , mus t be considered nhen 
ex pl aining the possible relat i onship b eti'Ieen the inductor and neopl c::sia . 
TI-lE REV d 'IO!:JSHIP C:F :tlEGEIJEilA'i'IOU, I lJDUCTIOH, 11.~JD lEOPLAS I l:.. 
Regeneration is an e~::.arn.ple of adul t t i ssue rep l a cement and grov1t h 
under the p ossible i nfluence of a n i ndu.ctor . It has b een stated earlier 
i n this t hesis that regeneration is prob_:oibl y cont rolled. by t.he i nductor 
t hat has survived t he er.obryonic sta te . He genera t:i!1g tissue is si..r;1ila r 
to embr;<,ronic tissue . Hegenera tive cievelopn ent i s similar to ewJ:n·y onic 
development . In regener a t i on , 2-s i n emb r y onic development, an i nduc t or 
acts on undifferent i ated tissue to produce E, new entity . 
I3arth (1938 ) report ed tllc:d:. the r ate of r egenerat ion was a ffe cted by 
the av2. i lable oxygen suppl y . The r ate of regenel~ation nas i n creased 
v1hen t he o.xye;en tension 1vas i ncreased . Embry onlc ~:rorrt.h is a l so a f -
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T ected by 'ohe oocyee n supply. Barth stated that the inductor p r esent 
i n both t he embryo a11e1 the adult depended on the a va.ile.ble o:xygen s up-
ply f or its a ction . Regenerative development was similar to er;Jbr yoni c 
development in that both depended upon oxygen tension t o activate t he 
inductor that fm1ctioned in these p rocesses . 
Schott ' (1937) demonstrated another sirnilarity bet·ween regenera-
ting tissue and embr,yonic tissue . He stated that both 1:rocesses ;·Jere 
concerned v.rit __ undifferentia t ed totipotent cells . 'I'he n esenchyr.1e of 
regeneratin[:6 lirnbs of an]_Jhibians vw.s t otipotent . Typi cal lellses n ere 
obtained by transplantine; mesenchyme of r egener atinc; limbs into the 
eyes of adult amphibians t hat were previousl y depr j.ved of their len-
ses . Schott' (1937) further t ested the potency of this r:J.e senchyr;J.e by 
transplantj_~15 embryonic eye cups of Ral.l§: pipie2§. enbryos unde r t he 
skin o:f r e generating tails of lEU.~ge tadpoles . The eye cups not onl y 
induced the re c;enerating mesenchyme to clifferentie.:C.e i nto t~rpical 1en-
ses, but they also induced, in every experimen.t, a complete recl.ifferen-
tia tion of the surrounding cells . The l oose nesench,;nne becai!le a dense 
w.ass of ceJJ.s . lJumerous mitotic figures '\'·'ere foraed . Eventua lly, 
Schott { observed the differentiation of ore;ans that had no conilec tion 
with eyes . He observed olfa ctory capsules , ear vesicles , and mouth 
cavities that appeared in the mi c.st of the t adpole t a.iL The effect 
of embryonic inductors upon re generating t issue can be e:;:plained by 
the spreading of the indu ctor . I n the induction of rege;:1erates , there 
nas a continuous suppl y of undifferentiated cells . i1fter certain cell s 
nere induced by the inductor , they evoked cellular grov,rth ami. dii'feren-
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tiation in the remainder of the proliferating mesenchyme. These expe-
riments suggested that proliferating mesenchyme in regenerating areas 
embodied properties of undifferentiation sirnilar to those of the em-
bryonic ectoderm of amphibians before gastrulation. 
Transpl~~tation and induction experiments. have shown that embry-
onic cells revealed only a small part of their potencies during normal 
development. Hence, cells of early amphibian embryos were totipotent 
vnthin certain limits. The totipotent quality ·within the developing 
egg disappeared progressively with a ge. Gastrula ectoderm exhibi ted 
unlimited developmental potencies. Neurula and tail bud stages have 
revealed mark ed limitations in their morphogenetic potentialities. 
Transplantation of still older embryonic tissues s howed that cells 
t :r..a. t were formerly totipotent acquired restricted potencies. 
Totipotency appears to be limited t o a period of very s h or t dura-
tion and reserved to cells of a transitory embryonic stage. After 
this brief period, the cells of the embryo become set in their fates 
and no new changes in differentiations may occur. Such cells are 
11 dete i'!Ilined 11 • Their f a te is irreversible. 
Harrison (1937) suggested that the words "determined" and 11 deter-
mination11 be dropped from the terminology of embryology, for these 
words were not h el pful in promoting the understanding of the develop-
mental proces ses. There was no criterion for a scertaining when this 
11 determined11 condition was reached, if i t ever was reached. Har:.."ison 
(1933) warned that there was no way o.f concluding with certainty 
whether the potential characteristics of a cell vrere finally esta~ 
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lished, since there mi ght be new conditions not yet tested under which 
other potencies wight be revealed. 
Schott: and Hummel (1939) stated that adult newts and anuran tad-
poles exhibited 11 determination 11 in their cells, since under normal 
c.onditions they would not exhibit any other differentiation than that 
which they already manifested. Ho-vvever , amputation of a leg or a tail 
led to a series of processes similar to those that characterized em-
bryonic development. At the surface of the amputa tion, cell prolifera-
tion led to the formation of a blastema that showed potentialities of 
progressive self-differentiation not unlike the potentialities ob-
served in the gro-wing erobryo . Milojevic (1924) also stated that the 
blastema formed during amphibian regeneration was capable of progres-
sive self-differentiation. 
The regenerate, like embryonic tissue , goes through a period dur-
ing which it is unable to differentiate into complex organic structures 
if the connection wit h its own stump is disrupted. de Giorgi (1921~) 
demonstrated that y oung regenerates of the tail of Salamandra trans-
planted onto the side or baclc of another newt would not differentiate 
into tails with axial structures . Moreover, Gurvvitseh (1922) and 
Guyfr10t (1927) stated that the I!la.YJ.ne r in which the blastema of regen-
eration differentiated was not dependent up on its inherent potencies 
but rather upon the organizing action inherent in the induction fields 
or territories of the blastero~ 1 s location. 
The fate of the regenerate depends ·upon the location into vill.ich 
it is transplanted. Guy/not and Schottt (1927) reported that this was 
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true for tail and leg induct ion fields. They demonstrated that a y ow1g 
tail blasten~ transplanted into the leg field acquired the structure 
of a leg , and a leg re generate became a tail when submitted to the ao-
tion of the tail field by transplantation . 
In amphibia11.s, in ·which the entire induction field was removed 
and regeneration was prevented, it was shown that the formation of 
vrell-defined structures depends upon the inductoral action of a fie l d. 
/ Schotte (1926) found that this was true when he excised a tail of 
Triton in such a way as to remove the entire field. He obtained no 
regeneration . 
/ Schotte and Hummel (1939) stated that, in order to differentiate, 
t he regenerate nru.st be controlled by an inductor that would direct and 
control its development . The sinul arities between the behaviors of 
• 
regenerates and embryonic tissues suggested that regenerating tissues 
were totipotent and that they were endowed with properties similar to 
t hose of early embryonic tissues. Therefore, regenerating tissues of 
the urodele, as well as those of the £muran tadpole, could be capable 
of forming embryonic organs if such regenerating tissues were proper ly 
submitted to the action of induction fields . 
Le·wis (1904) showed that the eye-lens relationship of the e a rly 
amphibian embryo exhibited a c ase of dependent development. llachs 
(1914) reported the results of V'iolffian regeneration in the amphibian 
eye. From the results obtained by Wachs (1914), it may be concluded 
that the eye of the adult amphibian continued to act as an inductor. 
Transplants into the eye chamber, with its morphogenetic field, showed 
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that induction in adult tissue was possible. Regenerating tissues of 
urodeles and anurans are totipotent, in the sense that they are capable 
of differentiations that are normally observed only in embryonic tis-
sues. 
Totipotency has a lso been s hown in regenerating tissue of the 
chick embryo. Zwilli."1g (1942) reported that the removal of the en-
tire tail from chick embryos having seventeen to twenty-seven soroites 
resulted in the absence of the tail in the adult. If a portion of the 
undifferentiated tissue of the tail anlage remained, there was resto-
ration of the tail. As in amphibia, removal of the entire tail or leg 
removed the induction field, and thus there was no regeneration . How-
ever, if some induction field remained, it acted on the totip otent 
cells and produced a new tail or leg. Therefore, it can be concluded 
that regenerative tissue and regenerative development are similar to 
embryonic tissue and embryonic development. 
Berrill (1935) stated that t.""lere was a need f or cell division 
during regeneration. This need was greater during regeneration than 
during growth. The same correlation that existed in tissue cultures 
between differentiation and cell division existed in regeneration. 
Hi ghly differentiated cells might surv~ve, but they did not play a 
part in the proliferation of new cells. It was the non-specialized 
cells that differentiated into the new st1~ctures. 
Wilson and Penny (1930) showed that the collar cells in sponges 
(1ucrociona) proliferated and produced new collar cells, but they lost 
their flagella in the process. They also showed that the remainder of 
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the anisnal developed as a resu.H, of the division and proli ferat ion of I 
unspeciali zed mesenchyme cells. Coe (193 L~) demonstrated that regene- 11 
ration i n Hemertians dep ended upon r eserve mesenchyme cells r a ther 
t han upon specialized tissue cells. Stone (1933) reported that t here 
Y.Jere some di ffe rences i n t he unspecialized cells i nvolved i n the re-
generation of t he anterior c ...ncl posterior ends of ::.he ':.nnelid , Tubifex. 
However, unspeci alized cells Ylere involved i n the r egenera tion of' 
either encl . Faulicner (1932) reported tha t all nen l:.issues i n 
Chaetopterus v':ere forned from neoblasts that n ere non- s pecialized cells 
l,;ri~1g i n c. doubl e strand b etn een the nerve cords . These cells n oved 
about and pr oliferated . 
In the e:x:peri.'!lents noted above, it was the embryonic or undi f fer-
ent i a ted tissues that developed under proper st:iJnul o.tion. These tis-
sues o: ·rel~e pr obabl y r Gsiduc.l embr y onic tissues , and they r ezenerated 
undel~ indu c t ora l st:iJnulation. Cells may dedi fferentiate during mito-
sis c.nd redifferentia te a fter mitosis . RedifferGnt i at ion is al~·1ays 
along the origLi'la l lines . Dedifferentiation affect s onl y the s t ructure 
o:f a cell. Regeneration is a pl~ocess t hat demonstrates that HLi..t ot ic 
division and differentiat ion are i nversely related. 
Experiments have been performed that rel ated l~e genel'ation t o in-
duction . Horn (1942) demonstrated that ret;enel~ation nas p r evented in 
t he forelimb of l a rva l Amblystorn.a by the a pplication of adequate 
dosages of neutron r adi a tion . 'l'he extent of regeneration varied ·wit h 
the dosage of r adiation. Hizh dosage s p revented the formation of a 
bla.stema ·with the consequent occurrence of mu ch dedi fferentiation . 
,! 
________ ll _____ _ 
Blastema forw~tion stopped dedifferentiation. The mitotic activity 
of the blastema cells was suppressed by the radiation. The blastema 
that was normally formed in a regenerating area stopped dedifferentia-
tion. The blastema was then acted upon by the inductor and was capa-
ble of being converted into differentiated structures of the leg. If 
a blastema did not form, the inductor had nothing to act upon and con-
sequently regeneration failed. 
Thornton (1943) reported that the results of colchicine treatment 
were similar to the results of x-ray treatment, since colchicine pre-
vented blastema formation in Amblystoma,. Dedifferentiation was not 
checked and no regeneration occurred. The colchicine probably inhibi-
ted mitotic activity, and it vms by this means that it was effective 
li1 preventing the blastema formation. Blastew~ formation is the key 
to regeneration . It is the blastema that has the potentialities to 
grow when it is stimulated by the inductor . It might be said that the 
x-ray and colchicine treatments disrupted the target area and that the 
inductor ·was unable to evoke a response in this altered target area. 
Emerson (1940) reported that regeneratLDg tissue responded, at 
· least partially, to the c:.ction of certain embryonic inductors. He 
also reported that embryonic tissues exhibited a hi gh power of self-
dif ferentiation in the abnormal environment of the blastema. Contrary 
to the experimental findings of Schott~and Hun~el (1939), Emerson 
(1940) reported that regenerating tissue of Rana nioiens or of Ra.na 
clamitans, when grafted adjacent to the enbryonic eye cup or presump-
tive medulla, formed loose, irregular mesenchymal tissue. The grafts 
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did not form lens or otic vesicle . 
Emerson (19L.O) further demonstrated that preswnptive medulla, 
spinal cord, and forebrain of the embryo differentiated nearl y per-
fectly in the midst of blastema tissue. A lens was formed from the 
rim of the embryonic eye cup when the presumptive forebrain was gr afted 
into the blastema. Vesicles, similar to early ear vesicles, vrere formed 
from blastema tissue adjacent to the grafted eml:l ryonic medulla . There 
were no structures siroilar to early ear vesicles next to the grafted 
presumptive spinal cord or forebrain. It may be concluded that the e~ 
bryonic medulla, with its induction field, evoked ear vesicle forma-
tion i n the undifferentiated cells of the blastema. Ears vvith incom-
plete cartilage capsules formed when either the otic vesicle or pre-
sumptive otic vesicle ectoderm was grafted into the blastema. The 
presumptive ear vesicle ectoderm was transplanted without mesentodermal 
material. The cartilage capsules were of blastema origin. Embryonic 
otic vesicle induced cartilage formation in the bl a stema. The cells 
that constituted the blastema were of an embryonic t ype (totipotent and 
undifferentiated), since the undifferentiated cells differentiated in-
to appropriate tissue types under the influence of induction fields . 
Norrnally, regenerating tissue is regulated by an inductor that 
promotes the replacement of lost parts by stimulation of the blastema 
cells. I>Jeoplasms are growths that proliferate but do not differen-
tiate. Such grovnhs exhibit symptoms of a disrupted inductor. Rose 
and Wallingford (1948) reported that unorganized growths were or-
ganized when they were placed in contact with a normal induction field . 
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They transplanted renal tumor f"..com Rana plPlens that had small nuclei 
into regenerating forelimbs of Triturus viridescens that had large 
nuclei. They utilized a heterotransplantation method and were able 
to distinguish between the tumor cells of the frog and the blastema 
cells of the salamander. After the transplanted piece had tak en and 
had begun to grow , the limb was amputated through the tumor . They re-
ported that re generation was normal in all cases . Histological studies 
of the regenerate revealed patches of frog nuscle, cartilage, and 
fibrous connective tissue that blended with the corr esponding s a la-
mander tissue. Therefore, it may be concluded that the inductor .of 
the blastema acted upon the tumor and evoked a normal response i n the 
twnor, since the tumor cells ·were transformed into normal frog tissue . 
The experimental results obtai!led by Rose and Hallingford (1948) 
a lso indicate that neoplasia nny be an escape from the control of an 
inductor . A separation of developmental processes ensues as a result 
of this failure of control. A mass of undifferentiated cel ls results. 
However , if the tumor could b e stimulated by a normal inductor, or if 
the tumor could be brought back into the sphere of influence of an 
induction field, a control might be exerted over the disorganized mass. 
SUMMARY 
1) The nature of inductoral action may be e:>.."}Jlained by the f ollowing 
theories : a) Axial Gradient Theory, b) Potential Difference 
Theory , and c) Chemical Theory. 
2) lvl:ost experiment ers agree that the inductor is a diffusible, chemi-
cal substance. 
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3) Experimenters who support the Chemical Theory of Induction dis-
agree as to the chemical nature of the inductor. 
4) The inductor, if a chemical substance, may be either sterol-like, 
carbohydrate-lDce, or protein-like. 
5) There is good presumptive evidence that the inductor is present 
in every cell of the adult as well as in the embryo . This evi-
dence is obtained from experiments dealing ·with wound heali11g, 
tissue repair, norrrml cell replacement , regeneration, cancer of 
the gonads, a11.d adult tissue extracts. 
6) The inductor can be liberated from both the adult and the embr yo 
in many ways . Viruses, injuries, carcinogens, cytolysis, and 
metabolic processes function to liberate the inductor. 
7) Liberated inductor may be normal in action, or it may be abnormal 
in action and produce abnormal growth effects. 
8) Neoplasms may be produced by a cellular escape from an induction 
field. 
9) A separation of the developmental processes, proliferation and 
differentiation , evoked by x-rays, ultra violet light, high and 
low temperatures, sucrose, and delayed fertilization may lead to 
the pathological condition of abnormal cellular growth. 
10) Teratoma of the adult, as well as of the embryo, may be produced 
by conditions that disrupt the inductor within the adult and the 
embryo. 
11) A definite functional and perhaps chemical relationship exist be-
tween the inductor, certain estro gens, and some carcinogens. 
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Estrogens, converted chemically into carcinogens, act as dis-
rupted inductors , or disrupt the inductor, and thus they !DE.y evoke 
neoplasms . Such a relationship may account for the high incidence 
of uterine cancer. 
12) The physiological state of a given area constantly changes. Nor-
mal inductor may evoke abnormal cellular responses in target areas 
t hat are in an abnormal physiological state. Altered inductor 
need not always be responsible for abnormal cell gro\vths. 
SUGGESTED EXPERDviENTS 
The t heory that neoplasms are produced by altered inductors must 
be proved before it can be accepted. The following experiments may 
prove helpful in either verifying or nullifying this theory: 
1) The transplru1tation of carcinomas into induction fields (limb 
buds or optic cups) of the embr yo may produce changes i n t he 
carcinomas. If the carcinomas are formed as a result of a 
loss of inductoral control, the placing of the carcinomas un-
der the influence of a control may alter them, and t hey may 
proliferate and differentiate in a norraal manner . 
2) Assur.rri.ng that a neoplasm is the result of a cellular escape 
from the influence of an induction field, it rn.ay be possible 
to alter a carcinoma by transplanting an induction field on-
to the carcinoma . If the inductor is a diffusible, chemical 
substance, it should exert its influence on the carcinoma and 
the carcinoma should proliferate and differentiate. However, 
the target area which, in this case, is the carcL~oma, may be 
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in such an al'c. e1·ed condition that it ma,y not be rec·eptive to the 
transplanted induction field. 
3) If neoplastic cells contain disrupted inductor, they should be 
able to exert an influence on normal cells and cause the normal 
cells in the im.mediate vicinity of the neoplastic cells to be-
come abnormal. Pluripotential cells (fibroblasts, mesenchymal, 
or blastema cells) could be transplanted into a carcinoma , a11.d 
these transplanted cells might be altered by the disrupted in-
ductor and develop into neoplastic growths. 
4) Isolation of the natura.l inductor from an induction field, and 
the subsequent application of t his inductor to neoplasms, and 
the possible alteration of these neoplasms to normal cells by 
this inductor would gr eatly aid the theory that neoplasms are 
produced by an altered inductor. The difficulties in isolating 
the natural inductor are many. The greatest difficulty would 
be in proving that the inductor substance is the natur al induc-
tor, since nillny substances can induce neural tube fornation in 
the embrJ'O, and these substances need not be of ani mal origin. 
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ABSTRACT 
The inductor is a substance that is found in the embryo. It 
fu..11ctions to evoke cellular proliferation and cellular differentiation. 
The inductor is more active in some areas of the embryo than in other 
areas. These active induction areas may be called induction fields. 
The inductor vvas dis covered in the embryo. Spemann, Vo gt , and 
Na.ngold made significant contributions to the field of experiro..ental 
embryology. The techniques developed by Vogt were supplemented by 
t hose developed by Spemann, and an inductoral process was demonstrated 
by Spemann. 
Three theories have been proposed to explain the nature of induc-
toral action . The Axial Gradient Theory was put forth by some investi-
gators to eA~lain the inductoral process . Other investigators main-
tained that the inductoral process depended upon an electrical poten-
tial. These ~1vestigators supported the Potential Difference Theory 
of induction. These two theories lack the support of most eA~erimen­
ters. Eany phenomena cannot be explained by either the Axial Gradient 
'l'heory or by the Potential Difference Theory. A ChelTi cal Theory of 
inductoral action was proposed. Most experimental evidence supports 
the theory that the inductoral process depends upon a chemical a ction. 
There is strong preswnptive evidence that the inductor is not 
destroyed vmen the embryonic processes cease. The inductor may be 
present in every cell of the adult.. The evidence from normal cell re-
placement and from wound healing supports the theory that the inductor 
is present in the adult . The experimental results from regeneration 
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experiments, as ·well as the experimental results V'li th adult tissue 
extracts, lD<evrise support the theory that the inductor is present in 
the adult. There is also strong presumptive evidence that the i~duc­
tor is present in the adult from the results obtained by experiments 
involving cancer of the gonads . 
The exact nature of the inductor is not kno>vn. The inductor may 
be either a sterol-like, carbohydrate-like, or a protein-like substance. 
There is good experimental evidence to support each of these three 
theories. 
The inductor may be liberated in many ways. It is thought to be 
released by viruses, carcinogens, cytolysis, and injury. It may also 
be liberated by metabolic processes. Many inductoral effects can be 
produced by synthetic inductors. The synthetic substances used to 
evoke an induction may either ac t as the natural inductor or cause the 
liberation of the natural inductor by injury or cytolysis. 
A neoplastic growth is one that exhibits proliferation , but it 
does not differentiate. Neoplastic growths may be produced by a cellu-
lar escape from the control of an induction field. 'Vvhen an induction 
field fails to control cellular proliferation and differentiation, but 
controls either one of these processes, there is a separation of the 
developmental processes. A separation of the developmental processes 
may result in a tumor or a cancer. Tumors are produced experimentally 
in embryos by processes that disrupt the normal action of the induc-
tor . X-radiation, high and low temperatures, and delayed fertiliza-
tion are a few of the processes that are used t o separate t he develop-
ii 
mental processes and produce neoplasms. Teratoma of the adult and of 
the embryo can be explained by the separation of developmental pro-
cesses ·within the adult and the embryo. The inductor may have been 
unable to exert its regulating and coordinating action. 
There are many similarities between neoplastic tissue and em-
bryonic tissue. Many substances can induce neopJB.stic growth. Liany 
substances can induce normal embryonic growth. Some substances 
possess the unique capacity of inducing embryonic grmvth as well as 
neoplastic grov~h. Estrogens and ~ertain carcinogens can act as es-
trogens or carcinogens, but they may also act as inductors. Some car-
cinogens can evoke estrogenic effects . Estrogens can act as carcino-
gens. The effects, ·which these substances produce, depend upon the 
dosages of these substances used. It is also possible to change cer-
tain estrogens into carcinogens. Neoplastic growths may be produced 
by estrogens that have been altered chemically, and these altered es-
troge~s may induce abnormal grov~hs . 
. It is important to consider the target area that is stimulated by 
the inductor. Normal inductor may act upon a disrupted target area and 
evoke an abnormal response. The nature of the inductor, as well as 
the nature of the target area, must be considered when the action of a 
carcinogen upon a tissue is studied. 
Regenerating tissue is similar to embryonic tissue. The regenera-
ted tissue is stimlated by the inductor that is probably present in 
the adult. The inductor in an adult regenerate can alter tissue that 
has escaped from the control of the induction field. Such tissue can 
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be induced to fora nor .fl1.al tissue by the inductor present in t he re ge n-
erate . 
lJe opl a.s t.ls n.ny be produced by an es cape of one or L1ore cells from. 
the control of the r esidual embryonic inductor present. i n t he adult . 
Su ch esco.ped cel ls prolifer ate Yri ldl y , but t hey do l10C di fferentiate 
and o. neoplas m resul t s . Ther e is a lso the possibility that neop lasr:1S 
may De produced T!hen the inductor is disrupted so t.1at it cannot regu-
l a te mi toti c division and differentiation . There is che furthe r pos-
sibility that the physiolo~ical state of cel~tain cells ra.ay b e alte1~ed . 
These a ltered. cel l s IlB.Y not r espond to the stimul ation of' the nor r,B l 
inductor in the usu.al Iaanner , since they nay proliferate 0.nd not di ffer-
entiate . 1l neopl astic gronth could then result . 
iv 
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